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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

" BUT 'TWAS A FAMOUS VICTORY."—The French cuirassier
has made friends with two pretty children of Alsace, citizens
of the Greater France of to—morrow, the France that will extend
to the banks of the Rhine and re—embrace the lost provinces,
The little Alsatians, whose grandmothers have sung them to sleep

Edited by
J. A. Hammertoe

with old lullabies of Francs as they remembered it before 'Seventy,
have responded with spontaneous sympathy to the affection of the
brave, fatherly man—of—arms, and all three have posed for this
study, which makes one of the most tender and appealing pictures
that have vet come out of the greatest of world tragedies.

aste o ar an Waste o Peace
WAR EXPENDITURE LARGELY A TRANSFORMATION IN NATIONAL EXTRAVAGANCE
BY SIR LEO CHIOZZA MONEY, M.P.
in a recent issue of THE WAR ILLUSTP ATED Sir Leo Chiozza Money gave an interesting
and hopeful survey o/ Britain's weE expenditure. Now that the practice of individual
economy is regarded as one of the essentials to final victory, the following -article by the same
absorbing writer on war finance Lail be found to contain some hitherto unconsidered aspects
of TV ar Waste in relation to Peace Extravagance. The analysis is distinctly-reassuring, and
the section of the article c'evoted to after-war conditions will be read with, some relief by all
those who fear and predict a we7 e of national poverty as a sequel to the declaration of peace.
HE economy of war is perhaps even less understood
than the economy of peace, and that is saying a good
deal. It is because it is so little understood that,
so many people went altogether wrong at the beginning of
the war with regard to what was going to happen to Old
England while her soldiers were fighting. Nearly everybody thought and said that we were going to have dreadfully hard times. One ingenuous Member of Parliament
got up in the House and declared that that was no place
for him ; his place was with his " starving constituents."
Many newspaper editors invited eminent sociologists to
tell the nation how to ward off the " coming distress," and
grave articles were written telling the Government what
to do. The Government, on its part, set up an elaborate
organisation to deal with the terrible distress that it thought
to be surely coming. We can afford to smile now at these
prophecies and preparations, and I recall with some pleasure
that at the time I pointed out that the distress would not
occur,, and that it was quite possible that our poor would
be better off than in time of peace. So it has proved to be.
',..•
The Prophets of Woe Belied
What' the mistaken prophets of woe forgot was that the
Government would be spending on the war an enormous
amount of money, and further, that foreign investing
would cease during the war, and that there would be a
considerable enlargement therefore in the bulk of
commodities consumed during the war. The truth is now
realised that, save for small sections of our people—as for
example, the professional classes—war expenditure, combined with the transaction of a considerable proportion of
our normal business, means abounding prosperity during
the war for a country whose Navy renders her soil inviolate
and protects her sea communications. A good deal of
misunderstanding still exists, however, as to the economic
transformations which have taken place, and many people
conceive our whole war expenditure a waste of money
which would not have occurred if we had been at peace.
No word uttered here is intended to be a defence of
waste or as an encouragement to the Government, or indeed,
to any individual to be wasteful. On the other hand, there
are far too many jeremiads being uttered on the subject of
war expenditure and war waste, and I want to get the
thing into its proper perspective.

T

The Extravagance of Peace
In peace we have a National Income winch is, as to the
larger part, spent in current consumption, and as to about
one-sixth or one-seventh invested—i.e., devoted to the
construction of works or plants or buildings, etc., of
permanent value, or useful to aid the production of more
wealth.
The current consumption in peace buys us necessaries,
comforts, and luxuries. It is a good deal easier to name
these three terms than to draw a clear dividing line between
the various things that we mean by them. We can imagine
a nation of economically
perfect creatures housing and
,
clothing themselves with just sufficient of protection to
keep them healthy, eating plain fare just sufficient' -CO keep
them alive, and rigidly eschewing all comforts or farnish--:
lugs beyond - this. Fortunately we are not neeononiically perfect beings, and our minds are so capaciOus-*).& Our
desires so limitless that we have built up a civilisation of
extraordinary complexity. We utilise hundreds of different
sorts of foodstuffs, and thousands of different kinds of

materials and manufactures. Not satisfied with these,
the demand to be professionally amused, professionally
educated, professionally written for, professionally assisted
into the world, and even professionally buried. Thus, at
extraordinary variety of occupations exists amongst us.
• The National Income is very badly distributed, so badly
that in normal times of peace about one-half of it is taker,
by about one-eighth of the population. As a comparatively
few people spend a great deal of the National Income, the
luxury trades and service trades are very highly developed.
It is exceedingly difficult to say where'comfort ends and
where luxury begins ; but there is not the slightest doubt
that a very large proportion of the National Income is in
peace spent wastefully by a fraction of the population,
while millions of people live in dire poverty.
Changes Made by War Spending
When war comes the Government has to put itself in
funds by taxing and by borrowing. Necessarily it has to
raise the greater part of the war funds from the well-to-do
and the rich. To pay taxes and to subscribe to War Loans,
those possessing means have to curtail -their normal peace
expenditure,- and their normal investing is brought, or
nearly brought, to a standstill.
What happens when the Government takes, say, 5oo frcm
a well-to-do person by war taxes and spends it on the war ?
If the person had not been so taxed, the ;5oo would haN.- e
been spent upon such commodities or services as are
bonght by the welt-to-do. We can imagine it buying for
example, a new motor-car. The Government takes the
E,5oo and spends it on the war, which means that it buys
food or arms, or ammunition, or other war material. Or
we can imagine the Government buying with the £500
an armed motor-car and sending it to France.
In such
,
case the war has not increased " waste" by . a pennyworth.
The only difference is that there is one less motor-car on
British roads, and perhaps one chauffeur less in employment ; while there is one more armoured car in France,
perhaps driven by a chauffeur who, but for the war, would
be making the roads dusty at home.
Many other concrete cases might be instanced. We can
imagine the Government taking foo from one family, or
from ten families, and using it to pay separation allowances
to soldiers' dependents. The taxed families are left with
poo less to spend ; the soldiers' dependents spend the
][oct instead ; the shops supplying the well-to-do do less
trade, while the shops supplying the poor do better trade.
Or we can see the Government expenditure on the war
reducing the number of woollen suits bespoken by civilians,,
while increasing the' number of woollen suits needed for
soldiers, the cloth mills turning from the manufacture of
civilian cloth to the manufacture of war cloth, and their,
employees being more fully employed than in peace.
National Income more Evenly Spent in Wartime:
A multitude of such transformations of expenditure take
place, and the general result is to decrease certain forms
of demand, and to set up other demands in their place. A
certain proportion of the National IncOme is spent
differently. A certain amount of peace waste disappears
a corresponding amount of war waste takes its place.
A considerable redistribution of expenditure in favour of
the poorer classes is observable ; the nation's income is more"

equally dz'stributed in the war-time than in the peace-tinge.'
[Continued on page 52
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King George Reviews Britain's Garnered Might

The King, on the occasion of a recent visit to Aldershot, inspected some of the new troops. In the above photOgraph a detach—
ment of infantry is seen marching past his Majesty.

The modern Emperor passes Britain's immemorial monuments. King George, with his Staff and Standard—bearer, off to review
troops on Salisbury Plain. Stonehenge, a fitting symbol of Britain's immortality, is seen in the background.

The embodiment of physical power and mechanical efficiency. A mass of men, artillery—horses, and guns, under review by
King George. The splendid condition of the artillery horses will evoke admiration for this branch of the Service, the only one
where the quadruped has been seen to any advantage in the present war.

The War Illustrated, 4th September. 1915.
WASTE OF WAR AND OF PEACE c'-'"',:j70:c'4"."
Millions of people arc receiving payment more regularly
during the war than ever before in their lives.
But what of the position when the war is over ? We
have to remember that (i) industrial investing has almost
ceased during the war, and (z) that a large part of the war
expenditure has been borrowed by the Government from
the population which it rules.
As to the industrial investing, at the end of the war the
nation will lack some new industrial plants which it otherwise would have had. This, however, is not a loss of very
serious -Magnitude, and it can be easily atoned for if the
Government wisely takes measures to foster and stimul4e,
industry at• the close of the war.
Effect of the Large Borrowing
- As to borrowing for the war, the position at the clo*
of the war will be that a considerable sum will have to be
raised yearly to pay interest to the lenders. If we assume
the borrowing to be at 4 per cent., the GovernMent will,
have to raise £45,000,000 a year in taxes to pay interest on
each D,000,000,000 that it borrows for the war, to say
nothing of a sinking fund to pay off the capital indebtedness.
At the end of the war, therefore, there will be heavy
taxation. This taxation will be felt by all classes, but
it will chiefly fall upon the well5to-do. A curious conwell-to-do who are chiefly
sideration here_ arises. It is
lending
lending the money. It is the well-to-do who, after the war,
will chiefly be taxed to pay the interest on what they have
lent.
I have not the slightest doubt myself that all classes
will be able to bear the necessary taxation without any
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great restriction of the comforts or even luxuries to which
they have been accustomed. There is not the slightest need
to take gloomy views on this head. Indeed, one of the
chief lessons of the war will prove to be the comparative,
ease with which the Government of a great nation can raise'
hitherto unheard-of sums.
1870 and the Financial Renaissance of France'
If anyone wants further encouragement on this head
let him contemplate two historic facts. The first is that
during and after the Napoleonic Wars we bore a burden
which, although smaller actually than that we are now
incurring, was in a comparative sense far greater. It was
paratively a very small and very poor Britain which
cried on that mighty contest.
The second is the recovery of France after 1871. In
those days the majority of peOple expected France to
become bankrupt. As a matter of fact, she found, without
any very great difficulty, the huge war indemnity exacted
-by Germany, and came with success through financial
difficulties much greater in proportion to her means than
those which we are now facing.
Yes, we can afford to be optimists in the matter of war
finance. Nevertheless, it is our duty to be careful if
optimistic. Let us determine during the war to meet war
expenditure as far as possible by cutting down some normal
luxurious expenditure in order that war waste may be as
largely as possible a transformation in. waste rather than a
new waste. Let as: also cheerfully submit to whatever
measures of— taxation the Government may devise,- remembering that no financial sacrifice that we can make is
to be named in the same breath as the sacrifice of life or
health by those in the fighting-line.

LEADERS OF ALLIED NATIONS- TOGETHER INSPECT THE FIRST—LINE TRENCHES.
Lord Kitchener, General Joffre, M. Milierand (the French War Minister), and other prominent personalities in the Great War conferred
together recently somewhere on the French front. This historic photograph shows Britain's Secretary for War coming down the steps
leading to the French first line. A group of" Poilus " are saluting Lord Kitchener with interest and admiration.

Chasms of Chaos: Shell Craters in Flanders

What a " Jack Johnson can do. The frightful destructive power of one of the German 8 in. shells, popularly known as " Jack John—
sons," is admirably demonstrated in the above photograph taken just outside Ypres. A huge crater has been torn in the ground, and
has become filled with rain—water. The carcase of a dead horse killed by the projectile is floating on the surface.

Another German shell—hole " somewhere in Flanders." The fighting area is pitted with these craters, and the impression of a flying
man is that the whole earth is gaping with chasms, the result of a year of indiscriminate artillery duels.
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The New Splash of Red on the Empire leap

Burgher commando riding into action along the coast between Walvis Bay and
Swakopmund during General Botha's victorious campaign in South—West Africa.
Right : The moving inscription in the enclosure surrounding the graves of the Empire's
heroes at Swakopmund.

Water—tanks erected by the Union Forces at Swakopmund in place of the cylindrical
tanks that were blown up by the Germans. Right South African engineers repairing
the De Viature Bridge that was blown up by the enemy. (Exclusive photographs.)

Memorial at Swakopmund to the German Marines who fell in the Herero Rebellion. Above : The pier, with its two huge cranes, at
Swakopmund. This port is a trading and mission station, and had a population of about five hundred Germans before the war.

n East Africa for King and Flag Far

Some of Britain's typical patriots of the East African Regiments
in the plains below Nairobi.

Indian mountain battery drawn up for inspection after the
successful attack on Bukoba, German East Africa.

British officer selecting an outpost line close to the
German East African border.

,
German native soldiers who are compelled to fight for the Kais'er against d4ilieation.
f
This-interesting photograph was found in tis
German's house at Bukoba, which has recently fallen into British postession. Inset: An idea of the rough country which is making
operations against German East Africa so difficult and prolonged. British soldiers are seen cutting a path through the undergrowth.

Russia s Big Guns "Retreat" along the Iron Way

Russian sappers boarding a powerful locomotive which is about to convey them to a point on the line where a special siding is to be
hastily constructed to facilitate the passing of innumerable trucks laden with guns and munitions " in retreat " from Warsaw.

The race against time with cumbersome weapons. The additional track having been laid down, the sappers are seen hauling fieldguns along a way of trucks specially fitted with the requisite gauge rail to carry the gun-trollies.

Dragging a heavy cannon tip a light gradient hastily built with logs of trees and pine sleepers. The gun on reaching the platform was
run on to railed trucks, thence to be conveyed out of the danger zone with an alacrity and success incredible to the advancing enemy.
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Closing Scenes in the Historic Warsaw Drama

En route for Brest Litovsk, an interminable column of
Russian artillery moves down the open road from Warsaw.

Unhappy plight of a large number of Russian wounded soldiers who could not be neoved.in time from Warsaw. It is to be hoped that
they did not meet the same fate meted out to the five thousand Russian prisoners who fell into German hands near Rava Ruska. Inset : A
Polish lady who. in order to save her favourite horses, drove the whole way from Warsaw W Brest Litovsk, a distance of 185 kilometre-S.

The War Illustrated, 4t1e September, 1915.
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Bridge-breaking & Making on the Tragic Vistula

No right-of-way for the Teuton hordes. The exigency of the Russian retreat demanded that all the magnificent bridges over the Vistula
should be destroyed. This is the invariable picture that presents itself to the eye along the banks of this ill-fated waterway near Warsaw.

Forced delay that might save an army corps from destruction. The bridges over the Vistula having been destroyed, the pursuing
Huns were compelled to construct pontoon communications. This photograph shows the progress of one of these ephemeral Structures.

Impression of the aged Prince Leopold of Bavaria, who was in charge of part of the momentous operations of the past few weeks,
He is again seen in the inset photograph entering the city..
reviewing German infantry before the Russian Cathedral, Warsaw,

l'he War Illus:Tated, 4th September, 1915.
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Minor Incidents in the Withdrawal from Warsaw

In crude, unstable peasant carts, filled with straw, Russian wounded soldiers
made their way out of Warsaw as the Germans entered the city.

Colonel of a Siberian regiment, which fought many rearguard
actions before Warsaw, calls the roil of his depleted forces.

lido bullets for the advancing enemy. Russians removing
church bells which would have constituted a valuable prize
in metal to the Germans.

Polish peasant leaving Warsaw with a cow
carrying, slung round its neck, various parcels.

Members of the Russian Red Cross section, including a lady doctor
who has been attached throughout the war to a Siberian regiment.

Warsaw was completely stripped of everything likely to be of a military
value to the enemy. Church bells, pipes, steel springs were collected Etna
" retreated " with the Russian Army, a masterpiece of strategy.

The TT'ai. Illustrated, 4th September, 1915.
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Our Camera Correspondent at the Dardanelles:

New Zealanders landing at a cove on Gallipoli. An animated scene of men, baggage, equipment, and stores extends some hundreds
of yards along the sea coast. The excitement of landing over, the dangers of Turkish shells evaded, the men from " down under"
will soon be in the allied trenches at handgrips with the Turks.

While some infantrymen are availing themselves of a welcome respite from the hot, dusty trenches and bathing in the pleasant
Dardanelles waters, a battery of artillery rattles along the sea—shore into action. It is about to take. up a position facing Achi Saba.

There is a lackadaisical atmosphere typical of the Orient about this photograph. Certainly there is nothing suggestive of traditional
military discipline, the spick and spanness of Occidental manoeuvres. Some donkeys laden with a motley collection of erstwhile
petrol tins are proceeding along to the trenches, This is the water—supply column.

Intimate Scenes in the Gibraltar of the Levant

New Zealand's new colony. This snapshot shows a town of dug—outs on the Gallipoli shore. Hidden under the cliff, Turkish shells
are only able to reach this mark by accident. Here part of the New Zealand Contingent is domiciled in the cause of the Empire.

Italy with all her. Alpine difficulties cannot boast a scene of more forbidding desolation than that shown in the above photograph.
It is known as Walker's Ridge, and in spite of its grim character the Australasians succeeded in wresting it from the Turks.
_
_

This beautiful photographic study was taken in a wood of Northern France,
and shows a German munitions column, carefully screened under the leafy
trees, awaiting orders to proceed to the scene of an artillery duel,

German anti—aircraft squad following the movements of a French aeroplane. Note how the resting post is placed immediately in the
rear of the small shrub, where a telephone has been laid on to headquarters. Inset : German soldiers exam in ing what they thought
to be a brand new mitrailleuseo only to find that the works have been irreparably damaged by the French before retreating.

Belgian & German at the Graves of their Fallen

Clergymen and other inhabitants of Haelen and the surrounding district on their way to take part in the anniversary ceremony held in
memory of the Battle of Hasten, where many Belgian soldiers fell. The deference of the saluting German officer seems almost ironical.

German °Moses, among whom is General von Bissing, Governor of
Belgium, visiting the graves of their comrades at Heaton.

Belgian children waiting to place wreaths on the graves of their fathers, who fell in the battle a year ago. Congregation of Huns
listen to an oration, presumably justifying " might is right," on the occasion of the anniversary of Haelen. This was the last historic
struggle between the over—powered little Belgian Army and the vast host of German invaders who were concentrating behind ..a
great cavalry screen in Eastern Belgium for attack on the Franco—British forces.

The War Illustrated, Li*th September, 1915.
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Zouaves in Dug-out and Trench near Soissons

Well able to stand up against German high-explosives. A natural
dug-out among the quarries near Soissons, captured by the
Germans in their great march on Paris and subsequently
retaken by the French in superb charges.

.
.
Type of French trettch:in the region of Soissons. ,Its width is remarkable, and a thick hedge of barbed-wire is placed so as to
entrap advancing Germans, Several Zcliaves are seen-at'-theirease. Inset: With their Orientalised uniform Zouaves are amontl
the most picturesque and popular of French fighting men. This striking photograph shows a number working a machine-gun.

Strenuous Warfare 11,000 Feet above the Sea

Why Italy's progress is necessarily slow. Roped Bersaglieri scaling
a mountain to advance against the Austrians. An idea of thetopo—
graphic difficulties with which King Victor's forces haveto contend.

To be a soldier in certain sections of our Mediterranean ally's
forces it is essential to be a skilled mountaineer. The methods
of warfare in the Alps are thus very exciting and exhilarating.

Dramatic scene on the Italo—Austrian front. An enemy sniper and spy who had eluded the vigilance, of Italian scouts for days were
eventually, tracked to the mountain hut seen in the shave photograph. The two men are about to be tried. The wife of the sniper
stands between them, and her little daughter is crying with fear,.

_WA
By F. A. McKenzie, War Correspondent
E ofgood courage ! That is the
word for Britain. We have been
passing through dark and trying
times, but signs are not wanting that
better days are ahead. There will be
troubles and shocks during the next few
weeks in plenty. There must be heavy
losses if we are to carry out the real
autumn campaign. But our preparations are reaching, if they have not already
reached, a point that gives us cause for
hopefulness and renewed endeavour.
The most significant event of the past
few days has to do with the Navy, but
it so profoundly affects military operations- that I. am compelled to refer to it
here, A British fleet, reported to number
forty vessels, bombarded Zeebrugge from
the sea, and apparently retired in safety
after doing its work.
Our Navy has been so successful in
its campaign against submarines that we
can operate ships at sea in enemy waters.
The New Campaign in Belgium
This move of our ships has caused wide
speculation. Does it mean that we intend
landing an expeditionary force along the
Belgian coast and thus attacking the long
line of German trenches from behind ?
This was a plan widely discussed earlier
in the war. It has obvious difficulties,
but the gain if it could be successfully
carried out, would be tremendous.
Our new aerial fleet could combine
with the Navy in covering the landing
and in preventing the upward movement
of German reinforcements.
An attempt such as this would, of
course, proceed. along with an attack all
along our Flanders front. The attempt
to break through the German lines cannot
be much longer delayed. It will be
preceded by a long bombardment, possibly
for forty-eight hours, of one or more
sectors of the German defences.
The purpose of this bombardment
is to shatter the formidable line of German
machine - guns and destroy the wire
entanglements.

B

German Defensive Thoroughness
There are at least four lines of German
trenches immediately along the British
front. Each of these is complete in itself,
with its spiked pits, its wire entanglements, its machine - gun shelters, its
arrangements for enfilading an attacking
foe, and possibly also its poison-gas pipes
and other still undiscovered means of
defence.
It is not enough to win a small section
of the trenches, for the advancing party
at once becomes exposed to attack from
either side, as well as from the front.
The Germans make use of thick armour
plate freely, in building little hidden forts
for machine-gun parties. The difficulties
of an advance were well shown this summer
during the French attack in the Argonne.
The problem is largely one of munitions.
I need not refer to the problem of men,
for with us there is no problem about the
quality of our men. Given the chance,
they will go in and do or die.
This is not rhetoric, but a cold, bald
statement of fact. The difficulty ,has
been this summer to restrain their impatience. The French advance in the
Argonne failed because our Allies could
not for weeks together maintain the
heavy artillery fire necessary. Both

France and ourselves ought now to be
able to do this. We have waited four
months for our hour of opportunity.
Is it coming to us at last ?

has gone, is satisfactory, but a glance at
the map shows the little ground they
have gained.
The Italians have proved their excellence in mountain warfare ; but they are
Germany's Lost Millions
also demonstrating that the advance of
A very extraordinary set of figures,
a great army through the Alps can only
issued with some authority, has been
be made at a snail's pace.
circulated concerning the armed strength
The investment of Tolmino is proceedand the losses of the Central Powers.
ing methodically and successfully. The
According to these, the forces in the
Austrians have strengthened their Alpine
enemy's fighting - lines number, on the front, and it is difficult for the Italians to
west front r,800,000 Germans, and on
bring their full strength to bear against
the east front 1,400,000 Germans and them there.
1,250,000 Austrians.
The winter months will soon be here,
There are in addition many more troops magnifying the problems and difficulties
in garrison, guarding communications: of Alpine fighting enormously. Italy may
and under training. Three - quarters of well then face the question—some weeks
the German Grand Army at the beginning ago deemed impossible—of moving one
of the war have been rendered hors de
part of her army through the Western
combat through death, wounds, sickness, Alps by rail into France, and co-operating
and other causes, hence three - quarters in the campaign in Alsace.
of the present fighting forces are reservists.
The losses of the Germans are given
The Strength of Russia
as 2,000,000. The total casualty lists
The Russian people reveal their best
of the Germans up to the end of June qualities in hours of defeat ; the Russian
numbered 1,642,400.
Army is seldom so fine as when renewing
During July and August there has been its attack after what should have been a
some of the heaviest fighting of the war, fatal blow. The retreat from Galicia and
particularly in the Russian advance and Warsaw was magnificently carried out,
in the campaign of the Crown Prince's and the Russians are still fighting.
army in the west. The losses here—not,
The great marshes around Brest
of course, including Austrian losses— Litovsk, to which I have frequently
are reckoned at 50o,000. Allowing for referred in these notes, are now making
possible overstatement, the total German themselves felt. They are hampering the
losses are placed at 2,000,000.
movements of the Russians ; but equallythey are making the advance of the
The Problem of Attrition
Germans far more difficult.
The publication of these figures—given
The Russian armies have, up to the
with an authority which commands time of writing, largely escaped from the
respect—has caused an outcry in various German trap. They have lost heavily,
quarters. The German losses were thought almost incredibly heavily, both in men
to be much higher. For example, French and in guns. They have done seemingly
official statements issued early in the year impossible feats of heroism. Infantrymen
estimated the total German losses up to have held their place firm against heavy
the middle of January at 1,800,000. My artillery, although themselves unprotected
information supports, however, the by guns.
British statement.
If the Russian Army, helped by the
In mid-June, my estimate of the coming winter, can keep the Germans
German losses up to that date was back, all may vet be well.
1,750,000, a figure not far from the
While the Russian soldier has shown
earlier printed estimate. The losses in his splendid valour, the war has shed a
the Russian campaign are, I believe, cruel light on the imperfections of bureauheavier than supposed, and the total cracy. There is talk now of a National
attrition of the German forces from every Cabinet, in which the great business men
cause—including sickness—cannot be far and the real men of affairs—as apart from
short of 3,000,000. The fact revealed the hide-bound officials—shall make themby these returns is this : Our enemy is selves heard. Here lies the real hope of
beginning to be faced with the problem of Russia.
keeping up his effective strength.
The Turkish Campaign
Too much stress must not be placed
Each day the news from the Dardanelles
upon the possibility of German supplies
failing, except they fail through the promises better. Our casualties are natugrowing difficulty of maintaining a large rally heavy, but we are doing big things.
contraband traffic. From a military Our increased forces are making thempoint of view, the placing of cotton in the selves felt at point after point, and their
contraband list is wholly beneficial, but repeated attacks are only the prelude to
it would be safe to presume that Germany a much greater movement.
The Italian declaration of war against
has considerable supplies in reserve.
The German problem of munitions arose Turkey is the preliminary to active
and was met late last autumn. Then the co-operation with us in this field. The
German troops found themselves seriously Balkan States still waver, and Bulgaria
for the moment seems inclined against us.
hampered by worn guns, and by old and
bad shells, and by inadequate munitions. The fact is that the longer the Balkan
They faced the problem then, apparently States can maintain their present half
and half position, the more profitable it
successfully.
is for the great numbers of influential
The Italian Campaign
people within employed in trade and in
The Italian campaign is not proceeding intrigue. If they wait too long, they may
with the speed at one time hoped. The find that they have played a dangerous
great barrier of the Alps still holds our game, and in seeking to make more than
ally back. Their progress, so far as it much have lost all.
-
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Turks Routed in Surprise Attack on Suvla Bay

One of the greatest of British achievements was the recent surprise manceuvre, however, our soldiers encountered a vigorOus
resistance, and some frightful hand-to-hand fighting ensued.
landing on Suvla Bay, the latest operation in the Dardanelles.
The attack in this quarter came as a complete surprise to the Time and again the Turks charged the new British positions.
Rifles and hand-grenades were discharged at close quarters, but
Turks, who, anticipating the movement on the Asiatic side of the
Peninsula, fortified and made ready in vain. In spite of the
the enemy were eventua► ly repulsed with terrible Ines.
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By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

T

HE operations in the Baltic will not of troops and a flotilla of mining trawlers, seven or eight destroyers were lost in the
have come as a surprise to the involve two further distant operations operations, and some accounts say a subreaders of TEIE WAR ILLUSTRATED, to the north and to the south, because marine. The Russians only own to the
who have been consistently told that it is there is the possibility of British naval loss of an insignificant gunboat which
in the Baltic that the German Fleet will interference from the south, and of a sortie fought magnificently. On August19thi
be found at sea, and there will be found of the Russian Fleet from the north the attempted landing by flat-bottomed
the maximum of targets for our sub- in the Gulf of Finland. This latter boats was made at Pernau in the northern
marines. Had there been the larger includes six battleships, which can only corner of the Gulf, from which the railways
vision at the Admiralty prior to the war, be met by Dreadnoughts.
to Riga and Reval could be raided, and
Hence apparently the simultaneous it resulted in absolute disaster. On
at least twenty of our submarines would
events
connected
with
the
sinking
of
113
August 21st the German ships were withhave followed the German fleet into the
Baltic when it left the coast of Norway by German vessels to the south and of-the drawn, the primary operations against
great
battle-cruiser
Moltke
to
the
north.
the shore having failed, and probably coal
on July 29th, 1914. To have spared onefifth of our submarine flotilla to the inland The latter event is of the best augury for supplies were running low. It is to be
sea where it could contribute most to our two reasons. It is not merely that expected that the Russians will re-lay the
own defence and to the cause of our Allies, Germany has sustained a great material minefields, in the enforced absence of the
loss, but she would not have employed German ships, ready for a flesh attempt
would have been the soundest strategy.
the Moltke for what is at best scouting of the enemy fleet to co-operate with the
German Naval Strategy
work if she had possessed adequate German armies during the seven weeks
The start is everything in naval war, fast small cruisers of twenty-five knots of activitY that remain to them.
for ever after we must retrieve in painful and over. We believed she possessed
The Gulf of Riga
effort, such as the loss of E13, what might as many as seven, and I am now inclined
Imagine a gulf some ninety by sixty
at the start have been accomplished with to doubt it. In any case. a German fleet
ease. Still the effort must be made, and at sea in the Baltic is not a properly miles, with the entrance blocked to a
we will find targets enough right at the equipped fleet. Its essential cruiser work large extent by two islands, sixty by
inside of the entrance to the Baltic, for will have to be done as far as it can be thirty miles, and eleven by six to nine
the vital thing for Germany is to prevent done by the scouting of aircraft and miles respectively, and the sea space left
British naval aid coming to that sea, destroyers. In other words, another fleet, being mainly shoal water stretching from
when so much of Germany's military with an adequate supply of fast cruisers, the shore. This sea space to the south,
success on shore rests on her naval could always drive in the German out- where the Germans operated, is some
ascendancy safeguarding her military lying vessels and deprive their' admiral fifteen to twentylmiles. wide, but owing
movements and supplies. We knew at of all means of getting information except to the shoal water the channel is a very
contracted one some four miles from the
the beginning of February that the German by aircraft.
shore, and to a large extent dependent
vessels patrolling in the Sound, at the
for safe navigation - on the navigation
Baltic entrance. had been increased from The,Operations in the Gulf
Since August 8th the Germans have marks, which have been removed. The
two to eight ; that they examined all
made persistent attacks on the Gulf of northern channel, giving access to the
steamers.
Such operations as the Germans have Riga, and on August 16th some of - the Gulf of Finland, is shallow, contracted,
attempted, from the time they appeared ships succeeded in entering under cover and somewhat tortuous, but suitable for
off the Gulf of Riga with transports of a fog. Two or three cruisers and torpedo craft. It is easy to see that if
this latter channel was so used by' the
Russians, while the other was well mined,
the, operations the Germans indulged in
involved considerable risk, justified doubtless by the extreme necessities of the
enemy to score successes within the next
seven weeks.
About one hundred miles of coast line
intervenes before we reach the - inner
southern corner where is the River Dwina
and its harbours of Dunamond and the
great Baltic port. Riga, six miles up the
river. So long as the Russian line can
hold here, it rests on its narrowest front.,
If it were posSible for the Germans to
obtain these ports, and to keep them
open after November by ice-breakers,
they would afford splendid accommodation for transports.
That, however,
would only open up. the larger question of
safeguarding -the transports in. passing
to and fro on the sea7, a much :larger one
than our own-over the shorter distance
with the barrier of the Strait of Dover
in between.
- Skirting, along the coast from this
corner we find it trends for seventy miles
north to the other corner of the gulf,
where lies Pernau on the Pernau River, in
railway communication with the naval
port of Reval, and with Petrograd.
Only the idea of complete surprise
could J have commended the attempted
landing to the higher German command.
The landing, does not appear to have
been backed by the artillery of the ships,
and it is evident that confusion attended
the German plans, as haS been foreseen
in connection with their amphibious
operations before now. German armies
work like clockwork on shore,' hilt, as in
The death—plunge of the Arabic.- This wonderful photograph was taken from one of.
the Boxer Expedition, they have proved
the lifeboats a few moments before the great liner sank " from sight—only six
minutes after being struck by the pirate's torpedo.
contemptible-, in, their efforts. oversek
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French Soldiers Arrayed in Gargoyle Guise

These fantastic figures, somewhat reminiscent of Dare's " Inferno " demons, are French soldiers wearing anti—poison gas masks and
respirators while expecting an attack under cover of a gas cloud. Right : A more elaborate head—dress to combat the death fumes.

French artillerymen wearing their masks while bombarding a Germdn position. Above : Infantrymen prepared for poison fumes in a
trench of the Argonne. Respirators and anti—gas masks are fashionable wear in the trenches, " le dernier cri " in war—time modes!

By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane"

R

ECENT developments in Russia
throw light on a state of affairs
which has for several months
been something of a mystery to those
who have followed military aviation at
all closely. Letters from men at the
front, and even the reports of newspaper
correspondents, have stated over and
over again that since April, or even
earlier, German aeroplanes have been
decidedly scarce on the western front.
During the autumn and winter German
flying men outnumbered those of the
Allies, and raids on Dunkirk and other
towns were made by ten or a dozen
German aeroplanes at once, but in the
summer one heard that sometimes for
days at a time not a single German flier
would appear.
Unreasoning Optimism
Comparatively early in the war Sir

John French stated in one of his Historical
despatches that the pilots of the Royal
Flying Corps had established " a marked
personal ascendancy " over those of the
enemy. The phrase was a well-earned
tribute to the little band of military

fliers who practically saved the British
Expeditionary Force at Mons and during
the retreat to the Marne.
But, unfortunately, there are certain
unreasoning optimists who believe that
the way to encourage the people of this
country is to persuade them that our
men are having everything their own
way. These optimists seem unable to
realise that this is just the way to create
slackness. The absence of German aircraft and Sir John French's phrase are
used by them as proof that the Royal
Flying Corps has driven the German
fliers out of the air, and that we have
won the command of the air as we have
won the command of the sea. The
result is that some think that we have all
the aeroplanes and pilots we need.
As a matter of fact, the case is far
otherwise, as those most concerned—the
officers and men of the R.F.C.—very well
know. The R.F.C. has done wonders

with the material at its disposal, but
it needs more and better machines, and
still more pilots and mechanics—all of
which and whom are being obtained as
quickly as is possible at present.

The personal ascendancy of the pilots
is literally personal. That is to say,
man for man, on equally good aeroplanes,
the British pilot is a better man than
the German, but if he is :on a slow or

bad-climbing machine he cannot be
expected to drive off a bigger, faster
German machine carrying heavier arms.
The Vanished 'Taube
The big German " battle-aeroplanes,"
which have recently appeared on the
western front, are certainly superior in
climbing power and armament to the
British machines. It is only a question
of the Germans producing enough of
them, and if they can do so they will
have the mastery of the British pilots by
sheer brute force, though not in skill.
But, I have yet to explain the indisputable absence of the earlier types of
German aeroplanes, which our men are
supposed to have driven from the air.

The old " Taube," or pigeon-type
monoplanes, disappeared soon after the
beginning of the war. There were not
very many of them, and they were slow
and climbed badly. Consequently they
were replaced as soon as possible by the
newer and far better " Aviatik " and
" Albatross " biplanes. These biplanes
were not very fast either, but they climbed
astonishingly, and their engines seemed
able to run for ever, for they were never
brought down by defects in the engines.
Yet these are the very machines that
vanished so mysteriously in April.
For the reason look at the movements
of the. Russian troopS since then, and
look at the fighting-line on the east front.
The line extended from the Baltic, all
down through Poland, and along to the
Rumanian frontier. Now it has swept
forward a little and has flattened out,
but it still covers hundreds of miles.

German " Flammenwerfer " (flame-projector) in action. The diabolical invention that
caused a temporary, British set-back at Hoege by spraying liquid fire on our trenches.

The Air-Fleet Watching
the Russians
When the Germans resolved on the
great attack in Galicia, and massed troops
for the forward movement, they had to
have not merely a correspondingly great
force of aeroplanes, but even an excessive
number. Not only was the line itself
long, but it was obviously necessary to
patrol far behind it, so as to watch
exactly the movements of all the Russians.
In Flanders thirty miles behind the
German lines discloses all the main railways and roads and what is being done
thereon. In Russia an air-scout may
have to fly a hundred miles behind the
German lines to get'the same information,
for in a land so sparsely provided with
railways and, roads, masses of .troops .
cannot be handled quickly as in Flanders.
Moreover, much of the country is heavily
wooded, and- thus affords cover to troops
against the prying eye of the air-scout.
Therefore, the pilots not only have to
fly greater distances to get their informa-i
tion but work more closely together.
Thus one sees_ why it was necessary,
for the German- High Command to take
every available pilot and aeroplane- away,
from the west front and send it to the
east. The Germans, realising the deadlock produced by the piesent system of '
trench warfare, apparently calculated
that a very few aeroplanes were enough
to keep an eye on the French and British
-movements....
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Allied Prison a Germany's Tonington Hall'

The altars of the Greek and Roman chapels at the Chateau de Celle,
in Hanover, where a number of civil and military prisoners have
been interned since the commencement of the war.

Left: An English colonel mending his socks in his room at the
Chateau de Celle. This gentleman was detained in Germany the
moment that war was declared. Above : General B--, a British
officer, who had no chance of fighting against his captors.

Prisoners in the courtyard of the Chateau de Celle, Hanover. The Count de B-- conversing with a French priest from the Meuse
district. Right : Group of allied prisoners of war at the Chateau—(1) General B--, a British officer ; (2) Baron K---, a Russian
general; (3) the Secretary to the Prince of Wied, ex—King of Albania; and (4) the Baron de K--, a Belgian nobleman.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Capt. C. C. de FALLOT,
6th Loyal North Lancs.

Lieut.-Col. E. H. CHAPMAN,
6th Yorks Regt.

Capt. A. A. C. TAYLOR,
Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Capt. Sir JOHN E. FOWLER
Bart., 2nd Seaforth High'rs.

Capt. G. B. T. FRIEND,
6th The Buffs.

Capt. ST. JOHN ADCOCK,
3rd Leinster Rest.

Assist.-Paymaster H. BILES,
R.N.V.R,, 2nd R.N. Division

Lieut. J. H. ALLEN,
13th Worcester Regt,

Capt. C. P. GWYER,
let The Welsh Reel.

r

Lieut. 0, W. LYTTELTON
TALBOT,
7th Rifle Brigade.

apt. A. A. C. Taylor, Royal Dublin Fusiliers, obtained his commission in 1597. In
the Boer War he served with the Mounted infantry, was severely wounded.
mentioned in despatches, and awarded the Queen's Medal with six clasps and the
King's Medal with two clasps, He also saw service in 1903 at Aden.
Capt, St, John Adcock, 3rd Leinster Regiment. attached to the let Loyal North Lancashire Regt.,. took part in the South African War in 1902. He served with the Imperial
Yeomanry, and received the Queen's Medal with two clasps.
Capt. the Hon, E. W.. M. M. Brabazon, D.S.O.. 3rd Coldstream Guards, the youngest
son of the Earl and Countess of Meath, received his commission in 1904. He was- mentioned in despatches in December last, and awarded the D.S.O. in 1012 Capt. Brabazon
married Dorothy Mary, daughter of Cob. Horace Ricardo, C.V.O.
Lieut. Gilbert Walter Lyttelton Talbot, 7th Rifle Brigade, was the youngest son of the
Bishop of Winchester and the Holt Mrs. E. S. Talbot. Having started on a journey round
the world, he returned immediately on the outbreak of war, and received a commission.
Dent: G. Keith-Falconer Smith, Coldstream Guards, was the eldest son of Col. Granville
and Lady Blanche Smith. In March, 1910, Lieut. Keith-Falconer Smith married Lady
Kathleen Cleinents, youngest sister of the Earl of Leitrim.
THE WAR ILLUSTRATED invites relatives of officers killed in action
or dead from wounds to lend photographs; with brief biographical notes
of theSe heroes, for inclusion in "Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead."
Address : THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, Fleetway House, London, E.G.

Sub.-Lieut. J. P. -ROBLEY,
R.N.V.R., Nelson Batt., R.N.D.

Lieut, C. H. OSBORNE,
9th Lancashire Fusiliers.

Sec.-Lieut. H. E. VOYCE, SecAieut. G. A. D. LEWIS,
4th Worcestershire Regt.
1st Royal Warwick Regt.

Lieut. H. N. L. RENTON,
9th King's Royal Rifles.

Sec.-Lieut. D. HOOK,
9th Lancashire Fusiliers.

Capt. the Hon. E. W. M. M.
BRABAZON, D.S.O.,
3rd Coldstream Guards.

Lieut. G. K.-F. SMITH, Sec.-Lt. A. G. E. BOURCHIER
1st Coldstream Guards.
2nd Royal Berks Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. C. W. BANISTER, Sec.-Lieut. A. R. GRIFFITHS,
4th Royal Fusiliers.
Royal Field Artillery.
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

GUIDING RUSSIA IN HER HOUR OF TRIAL.—It is not
generally known that the Tsar plays almost as great an active part
in Russia's Holy War against the Central Empires as does King
Albert with his valiant Army on the western front. In spite of
serious military reverses, and a skilful, far—reaching German
political intrigue to detach Russia from her Allies in the west and
win her over to the ideal of Prussian autocracy, the Emperor of

Edited by
J. A. liammerton

Russia has steadfastly remained loyal to France and Britain. In
various ways his Majesty has fostered the nascent spirit of freedom
and democracy for his Empire, and demonstrated a will to fight
till victory is won, thereby dashing all German hopes of a separate
peace. This exceptionally striking picture shows the Tsar with
the Grand Duke Nicholas and some of his Staff, anxiously studying
the critical situation from the map, at headquarters in the field.

t
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E SEC ET DECI ION
An Engrossing Chapter in the Unwritten
History of Russia's War-Time Politics,
One of the most perplexing things for the British reader to-day is to arrive at a true
'understanding of the real temper of Russia—the Russia that counts, not the semiGermanised factions who are -endeavouring to stir up undercurrents of opinion
against Great Britain. This extremely interesting contribution endeavours to put
'Ali. ILLUSTRATED readers in possession of important and reassuring political
knowledge on the subject, gathered at first hand in Russia and transmitted to us
By a Neutral. Correspondent
TT is barely two weeks since I returned from Russia,
1 after making a long tour for purely business purposes
through all then trade centres. I first found many
Russian business men in a condition of gloom, owing to the
rumours of continual disasters to the Army and the alleged
possibility of the Government making terms of peace with
the .Germans. ' The terms were apparently to be generous,
But tins did not . lighten in any way the shadow overhanging the urban middle-class element in European Russia.
I did not come flinch into contact with the peasant folk,
and I cannot profess to interpret at first hand their sentiments. They are an illiterate - ind inarticulate lot, especially
the Great Rnssfans, who still hold to the primitive socialistic
system Of village communities. But I was told that the
Russian peasant had, ahnost for the first time in Russian
history, ranged himself alongside the townsman, this being
especially the case throughout the rich agricultural region
that exports its produce through the Black Sea ports.
It was generally felt that if Russia came to terms with
Germany in order to avoid a longer retreat, Russia was
doomed to impotence fora hundred years.
Democracy as the Saviour of Russia
As I understood the position of affairs, the Russian
bureaucracy was supposed to have lost its nerve, and some
of the principal members of the Council of Empire had
become apprehensive. There had been very serious
troubles about the problem of munitions, leading to something like a struggle for future political power between
the reactionary element in the bureaucracy and the leaders
of the manufacturing classes. So long as the Russian
armies in Galicia more than held their own and continued
their progress into the Hungarian plain, the reactionaries
had flourished. In spite of the Grand Duke's promises
to Poland, the bureaucrats had been pretty severe towards
the Poles, and somewhat more than harsh towards the
Uniate Church of Galicia. But when it was seen that all
this bureaucratic tyranny was combined with an inefficient
management of the materials of war the articulate educated
Russian class began to look to annore democratic form of
goVernment as a means of saving Russia.
I dare say you know the result of this sudden explosion of
opinion in all the towns and cities of Russia. Even the
Minister of War, General Sukhomlinoff, went out of office,
beeauSe (so it was - said) of his opposition to the Duma
and the new programme , of free goverinnent. If only
Ivanoff with the southern armies, and AleXieff with . the
central armies, had done as well as Russky did with the
Petrograd army in Courlande and held up the German
advance last July, we might have seen Russia emerge
ictorious from the war, with a strong Parliamentary form
of goVernment. - But before there was time for the new
organisers of munitions to get to work, Hin,denburg and
Mackensen betWeen them bad dealt another severe blow to
Alexieff's and. Ivanoff's troops.
I understand you thought at the time in Emdand that
the Germans would entrench on the Vistula after the fall
Of Warsaw, and then swing back with a million men towards
tbe west. But the KaiSer was playing a far larger game
than this, -He was downright frightened at the unexpected
turn in- Russian politics. Where would the Prussian
bureaucracy be after the war with a free-governing Russia
an the one side and the great - democracies of Western
Europe On the other side ? It was the deep, quiet Russian

revolution that first made the Kaiser tremble for himself
and his race. It was mainly by his influence, exerted
through the German barons of the Russian Baltic provinces,
that the Russian system of Parliamentary politics, inaugurated after the Manchurian war, had been destroyed by much
bloodshed and terrorisation. Kaiser Wilhelm had always
regarded, as former Prussian kings had done, the neighbouring bureaucratic Empire of Russia. as, the outwork
of the more efficient Prussian system of bureaucracy.
The resurrection of the Duma, and the overthrow of
the leaders of reaction in the Russian Council of Empire
terrified the Kaiser more than another defeat on the-:Warsaw
front would have done. He, therefore, abandOned all his
immediate plans against France and Italy, and used every
available soldier against the Russians, massing nearly
four million men against them. His design was to teach
the Russian people that the more democratic - system
which they were developing would prove an even more
disastrous means of carrying on the war than their old
slack, half-Germanised system of bureaucracy.
And, at the same time, as he strove with all his might
to inflict a staggering disaster upon Alexieff's forces
between the Narew and the Vistula. the Kaiser offered
clear, definite, and generous terms of peace to the Tsar.
His proposal was of an absolutely extraordinary nature,
having regard to the military circumstances of the two
empires. Russia was to take European Turkey, with
Constantinople and the Dardanelles, on condition that she
completely re-established her bureaucratic system and
entered into a league with Germany against the western
democracies of Europe. The main idea was another league
of the three EmperorS—German, Austrian, and Russian—
for the salvation of the world from mob-rule.
The Intrigue for a Separate Peace
A strong appeal was made through the Russian party of
reaction, and during my first week in Russia it was actually.
thought in some business circles that peace might be made
on the German Emperor's conditions. The Tsar went
to 'the front and held a Council of the Empire with the
Grand Duke Nicholas and the leading generals and Ministers
of State. For some time no one knew what decision had
been arrived it, but the air was thick with disturbing
rumours.
I consider that your brilliant submarine officer,'
Comthander Horton, slid a fine stroke for his country when
he sank the German battleship Pommern at the beginning
of last July. - This Unexpected display, of British naval
power during the first battle for Riga brought halite to
the average Russian the value of the fighting alliance with
Britain. HOrton was worth as much to you at, that'
moment as Sturdee or Jefficoe. He torpedoed the Kaiser's
plan as Well as his battleship.
Of course, I do not say that the success of the British
submarines in the Baltic had ;anything to do with - the
decision at which the Tsar arrived. But I can say from,
knowledge that, when the long arm of Britannia appeared:
off the Guh of Riga as well as at the entrance, of : the
Dardanelles, the Russian people, after eleven months of
war, began at last to a,ppreciate the value of haying the main
sea, Power of the world on their side. You must remember
that the Russians are practically all landsmen, with nearly
all their forces engaged in land battles. They grow ample
food for-themselves, and but for a series of misfortunes they
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Lord Kitchener in the First-Line Trenches

Lord Kitchener's meeting with General Baratier for the first time since 1898, when the latter was a lieutenant with Commandant
IVIarchand's force which occupied Fashoda, on the west bank of the Upper Nile. The French occupation of Fashoda, seventeen year:,
ago, caused great tension between Britain and France. Behind the War Minister are General Joffre and General de Langle de Cary.

Lord Kitchener in a trench, watching the effect of French shells on a German position, during his visit to the French and British lines
in North—Eastern France on August 16th-19th. He was accompanied by General Joffre, M. Millerand (the French War Minister),
and by other British and French Generals. At one point Lord Kitchener was only two hundred yards from the German trenche.
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SECRET DECISION OF THE TSAR
might fully have munitioned themselves. Moreover,
when you and the French failed to break the German line
round Lille, they began to lose all hope of any help coming
to them. from the west.
If this feeling of hopelessness had continued all through
the summer, the Russian Liberal Party might have been
partly won over and partly daunted by the pro-German
party in the bureaucracy. For though the Tsar and the
Grand Duke Nicholas rejected the Kaiser's terms of peace,
this did not put an end to the intrigues of the Germans.
The enemy seemed to have agents everywhere, and they
worked quite as hard as the German armies in the field.
But when the faith of the Russian Liberal Party in the
ultimate issue of the struggle had been renewed, there was
a pleasant change in the mental atmosphere. Gloomy
business men, who had looked forward to being shackled
by their bureaucracy, weighed down by heavy war taxes,
and ruined by the free import of German manufactures,
began to prospect on the bright side of affairs. The mere
idea of the re-establishment of free government in Russia
had brought the Kaiser to his knees. So it was a new
weapon against the enemy as well as an immediately useful
means of organising war industry which the bureaucrats
had muddled. The German Socialists had been led into
the war by their fear of Russian despotism. A free Russia

IN THE MIDST OF DEATH."—This amazing photograph gives
the best idea yet recorded of a shell exploding in a trench. The
three men have been caught by the projectile. One has thrown

1
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might loosen the bonds between German Socialism and
German inilitarism.
Then it was pointed out to me that the generosity of the
Kaiser's terms of peace merely masked one of the most
cunning political plots in history. What would a beaten,
retreating Russia, apparently saved from destruction at
the last moment by the generosity of her conqueror, have
been worth in the world, with her military prestige
destroyed and her faith with her Allies broken ? She
would only have been a vassal State of the Empire of the
Hohenzollerns ; and even as a vassal _State she would have
ranked second to Austria, who had helped to defeat her.
I am inclined to believe it was this consideration that led
the Tsar to his great decision. How could a Romanoff
face his people with an upstart Hohenzollern standing
behind him and controlling him ? It was because Napoleon
had tried by a similar offer to a Romanoff, of peace with
defeat, that Moscow had been burned and Europe freed
from dominion by a single Power. Thus inspired by
his great ancestor. Nicholas II., with the approval of the
Grand Duke Nicholas, ordered his armies to carry on their
great fighting retreat, while the President of the .puma
organised the production of larger munitions.
In my opinion, the Tsar is one of those highly-strung
men who either break down suddenly or maintain a peculiar
intensity of determination. Tempered by disaster, he will
show himself a peer to Albert of Belgium.

himself down in an effort to avoid the terrible consequence of
flying splinters, the others, have been knocked over perhaps never
to rise again. The photographer was but thirty yards away.

Handy-men of the Army in the Empire War

Colonial engineers pontooning a locomotive over the Orange River during the Empire's recent campaign in South Africa.
This immense undertaking was made still more difficult by the fact that the river was in flood at the time.

Motor—cycle despatch carriers of the Royal Engineers on the shores of Gallipoli. In the background are some Turkish prisoners
behind barbed—wire, and to the right lo one of the large searchlights which are used to make war " as usual" at night—time.

Scene from a British cruiser in'the Dardanelles. A French destroyer escort having "spotted "
an enemy submarine, goes after it "full bore."

A moment of tense excitement. With an enemy submarine in the offing, British bluejackets
make ready for any emergency. Two have donned lifebelts, while others approach the boats.
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A novel Red Cross cortege in Gallipoli. This Australian has saved many wounded comrades
from death with the aid of his faithful donkey.

,
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A happy group of Colonials and their pet donkey pose for an unconventional photograph
in the Anzac Cove, made famous by Colonial heroitm,

The War in the Levant from the Turkish Side

Turkish transport column on the way to a position in Gallipoli.
Camels are the most effective means of transport in this railless
country, though horses are also used by the Turks, and almost
exclusively by the Allies at the Dardanelles.

Marshal Liman von Sanders (marked with a cross), who is in
Chemists attached to a Turkish battalion making prescriptions
for wounded soldiers. Their Eastern attitudes accord little ' supreme command of the Fifth Turkish Army in Gallipoli, with
some of his Staff on a Dardanelles steamer.
with the idea of chemical work.

A picturesque impression of what is described in a German paper, from which the drawing is reprodubed, as a Bedouin outpost
near the Suez Canal. The value of etreh warriors in modern strife would appear to be rather More romantic than real.

THE CITY OF D0011/1.--A skeleton city in a desert of ashes—such is Ypres, now fading
from the Flanders plain. Its Gothicystics are all but levelled into dust, and not a house has
The' ClOth Hall, seen immediately in the centre of this
escaped _thc ravenous shell.

photograph, is unroofed, and tottering into oblivion. Behind, is the Cathedral of St. Martin
honeycombed with projectiles. At the further end of the Cloth Hall stood the Hotel de Ville,
a few bricks of which once handsome edifice renaincne upon the other.

Everyday Scenes in Hun-ridden Belgium

Pirates on the sea, marauders on the land. Truckloads of household goods looted by organised bands of German soldiers from
private dwellings in Belgium, and about to be dispatched to Germany.

photographs, taken by a neutral
THESE
correspondent with the German Army
in Belgium, provide interesting glimpses of
life in King Albert's country under the
invaders' heel. Belgians still remaining live
in hourly terror of the Huns who move
continually among them. Little has been
left to those that remain in Belgium but
their lives. -Any personal possession that
attracts a German's eye is straightway
stolen. In fact, organised corps of looters
have systematically searched buildings and
private dwelling-houses, stripping them of
everything of the slightest value, and
sending the stolen goods to Germany.

Hotding a market—day under armed guard. A scene at Aerschot,
where the inhabitants suffered so terribly at the hands of the
Germans in the early days of Prussian aggression.

The ruthless invaders' transport waggons in a Belgian town. Those in the foreground are on their way to the fighting—lines.
Belgian girl being cross—examined by German sentries, while her passport, necessary even for the shortest journey, is being checked.
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Serbia calmly awaits the New Teuton Onslaught

Serbian riflemen in their roughly-made trench during a skirmish with the Mastro-Huns. King Peter's gallant troops have suffered
lately from heavy floods, and here the water is seen almost up to the trench.

General view of a Serbian mountain battery. Persistent rumours are abroad that the Austro-Germans are concentrating huge forces
on the Serbian frontier with the intention of blasting a way through the Balkans to the Dardanelles. Any such effort will meet with
vigorous resistance, and may precipitate the Germans in a war with Rumania and Greece.

Serbian officer directing the gun fire at a forward control station. With the exception of Belgium, Serbia has endured more than.
any country. She was the first of the Allies to defy Prussian oppression—the valiant David against the mighty Goliath Teutonicus.
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Armenians Fight with Russia in Asia Minor

Little has been heard of Russia's war in Asia Minor and the Caucasus since
our eastern allies so signally defeated the Turks in the Caucasus region
early in the year. This photograph shows a number of Armenians whi. are
fighting on the side of Russia digging trenches outside Van.

Another photograph of Armenian soldiers repelling the enemy from behind strongly—barricaded trenches in the city of Van.
Inset : Types of Armenians, hereditary enemies of the Kurds and Turks, doing their bit for civilisation in remote Asia Mitior.

'Cr Iltusfratcd, 11th ,September, 1915.
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Wonderful Photograph of Italy's Mountain Campaign Amid the Eternal Snows

The entrance of modern Rome into the struggle with the modern
Hun was hailed by those unacquainted with the vastness cf Italy's task
as the passing of Austria from t e European imbroglio. Subsequent
developments in the halo-Austrian theatre, described by photograph and
literal impression, though so far almost entirely in favour of our gal'ant
Mediterranean ally, have only thrown into relief her difficulties. When
fighting has to be carried on, as seen is this photograph, at a height of
10,000 feet, where physical exertion is most exhausting, amid rocks,
across glaciers,' warfare must necessarily be of an indecisive character,
and numerical strength under such conditions is not so important as
individual iniiiatiiie.(Relsroduced from L'Illustrazione Itanana.)

1 Campaign Amid the Eternal Snows

Thr War Illadrafcd. ilth ,Scplcubel
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Scenes of Strife along I aly s Alpi Front

Italian infantry advancing on all fours in the long grass. The three foremost
figures have risen to their feet, and are about to rush towards the enemy position.
An officer is seen directing operations from behind.

Left : Italian soldiers cleaning their arms at the window of a billet some—
where in the Trentino on a day when there is " nothing to report." Right :
Red Cross doctor attending to an Italian soldier's wounds at a base hospital.

Italian field—gun elevated in such a way as to be serviceable as an anti—
aircraft weapon. The photograph was taken at the moment of the passing
of an Austrian air—scout over our allies' lines,

Italian infantry in the act of charging. An officer, sword
in hand; leads the assault in accordance with the
invariable Custom of the Ailies,
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Justice " and Preparedness in Poland

Dramatic moment with some Germans in Lodz. Enemy soldiers,
with bayonets held ready, awaiting the exit of a peasant suspected of robbery. The army dog responsible for tracking the
unhappy man to his home is also seen. The suspect received
no quarter on emerging from his hiding-place.

German engineers rebuilding a bridge in Poland. With her armies in the field Germany has large and fully-equipped corps of engineers who, working day and night, quickly repair every bridge and railway that is needed for the passage of troops. Inset : German
soldiers unpacking cases of fur-lined greatcoate at a clothing depot in Poland, where the enemy evidently anticipates a prolonged stay.

Illustrated, llfh Sertcnalt.r,191::".
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Proof Against the Crown Prince's Futile Attacks

Abusy scene on the edge of the beautiful forest where some of our
allies are consolidating their positions with strong bomb—proof
shelters. One is incidentally peeling potatoes for a welcome mid—
day meal for his comrades after hours of invigorating labour.

Scime French troops laying a communication line. If war exacts incalculable destruction, ifalso involves considerableconstruction. '
Bridges and railways serving military purposes are built with amazing speed. Inset: " The school for bomb—throwers." FrifiCh
Soldiers receiving instruction in the art of throwing bombs, proficiency in VictileA11.04Aras'considerable practice and skill. •

Still they come !

ore Catmdia to fill the Gaps

Affjuspiring regimental ceremony took place recently at Ottawa on the occasion of the presentation of colours to the 38th Royal
Ottawa Regiment before its departure, for Bermuda. The presentation was made by Sir Joseph Pope, K.C.M.G., C.V.O., I.S.O.,
Under-Secretary of Stite for Foreign Affairs. This photograph is an impression of the congregation.

Recruiting in Canada during the past few weeks has been very brisk, and continuous stream of ardent patriots has been flowing
into the depots of the Dominion as fast as trained men have embarked for the Mother Country. This photograph, taken somewhere
on the coast, shows a batch of Maple Leaf men from Ottawa after their disembarkation in England.

Y'he 'War 111ustratcd,
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By F. A. McKenzie, War Correspondent

O

NE of my most vivid recollections of
actual war has to do with the
Russian Army. The forces to
'which I was attached had been fighting
-'the Russians in a long battle before
.Liaoyamth • There had been about ten
days of continuous struggle day and
night, and in the end the Russians
were forced to retreat and to abandon
the town. The victorious Japanese were
worn out. Stretcher-bearers stumbled
and let their ghastly burdens fall if their
feet so much as stubbed against a stone
The last ounce of strength had gone.
I wrote my long despatch somehow,
and sent it off by messengers hundreds
of miles to the nearest cable office, Then
I flung myself down on the nearest plot
of shaded grass to sleep. How long I
slept I cannot tell. I was awakened by
the sound of great guns. I started up
hurriedly. What was the matter ?
asked. I soon had my answer. The
retreating, defeated
Russians — the
Russians—had turned round in their
darkest hour and were attacking us
again
The Russian Secret
History repeats itself. The retreating
Russians—to-day, thank God, our allies !
—have turned as I write this, and arc
attacking the advancing and triumphant
Germans. There has been a German
repulse in Galicia. It may or may not
affect the general result of the present
long battle. That I cannot say. But
what are we to think of the men who grow
stronger, fiercer, and better fighters the
harder they are driven ?
What is the secret of this indomitable
spirit of the Russian soldier ? Let me
quote from an article by a well-known
American writer, Mr. Samuel G. Blythe.
He was interviewing a wounded soldier
in Warsaw, and asked him if he had been
afraid in battle. The stricken man
turned his slow blue eves on his questioner, as though he did not understand
what was said. " Afraid ? " he repeated.
No ; I was not afraid. Why should I
have been afraid ? I was fighting for
my Tsar and my country. I was fighting
for my Church and my home. If I (lied
I would receive the blessing of my
Saviour. If I lived, it would only be
because that blessing was not vet for me.
We do not fear death, we Russians.
When it is for us to die, then we shall die.
The Next Move
The continuous French bombardment
of the German lines is a probable preliminary to the long-expected forward
movement in the west. In some quarters
I find the question being raised if a great
attack in force and attempt to break
through the German lines is really necessary. " Such an attack must be very
costly in life," say these critics. " Why
not allow the Germans to continue using
up their men in attacks on us, and wait
for their coming exhaustion in men and
money to end the war ? "
• Let me say at once that talk like this
is pernicious and foolish nonsense. The
army that remains permanently on the
defensive is a defeated army. That is
not an arguable proposition, but is one of
the axioms of war. Attack ! attack !
attack! is the secret of success. Initiative,
surprise, and unceasing ac :city :ire the

only ways to win. Germany will never be
beaten by a process of passive exhaustion.
She will never be beaten until she is
defeated in the field.
Little has been heard recently about
the possibility of- an attempt at an- invasion of England. during the coming
autumn or winter, It is taken for
granted in many quarters that since the
Germans failed to make the attempt at
the beginning of the war, they will not
venture it now. This is not, I belieVe,
the view of many responsiblgauthorities.
An attempt at invasion may be made,
they believe, before Christmas,
It is no secret that our preparations for
r-

Mrs. Felton, of Fitzroy, East Falkland
Islands, to whom the Admiralty has presented a piece of plate in recog nition of her
services to the British squadron on the
day of the naval battle off the Falklands.
Mrs. Felton watched for the German fleet
and, sighting it, informed the authorities,
who communicated the information by
wireless to Admiral Sturdee.

meeting such a move arc very much more
advanced than they were a year ago.
Then, we trusted mainly on our Navy
preventing a landing. Now, while still
believing that the Navy could deal with
the transports at sea, we are ready to
deal with the invaders by land, should
they succeed in slipping through.
I receive many complaints from young
soldiers who joined the Army over a year
ago, and who are still kept with their
regiments in England, eating their hearts
out to get to the front. I underStand and
sympathise with their impatience But
in many ways they may- regard their
detention here as a special honour. Obviously, numbers of the most efficient
troops must remain in England to deal
with any enemy landing here. It would
be useless to reconquer Belgium and let
a German army slip into London. Next,
it must be remembered that the Kitchener
plan of .campaign has had from the first,
as one of its fundamental planks, a
reserve army of a million good men, who
are to be thrown into the scale early in
the third year of the war, and who may
be the final and decisive factor.

" The third year ? " I hear some reader
repeat questioningly. " Surely the war
will not last so long ? " It would be very
unwise to reckon on any shorter time.
The " preachers of soft things " have for
months been promising us a quick ending
of the war. Financiers assured us it could
not last beyond last Christmas. Then we
were told April was to finish it. June was
quite a favourite month, and many a
prophet staked his reputation on peace at
midsummer. They have already forgotten
their words, and I understand that their
forecasts now promise us " Peace by
Christmas."
Same Unconsidered Factors
People who talk in this fashion either
do not know the facts, or else deliberately
adopt a policy of artificially encouraging
the public. Such artificial encouragement
is, I am convinced, little short of a crime.
The real facts of the war are the best
proof that, if we continue to do our
utmost, we are bound to win. Unless some
fresh factors are introduced, our ultimate
victory is as certain as to-morrow's
sunrise. Among possible fresh factors are
(r) A loss of spirit or slackening of resolution on our side ; this is improbable, in
the highest degree. (a) The entry of some
strong Power or Powers on behalf of
Germany ; it is more likely that such
Powers as are still neutral will come out
on our side. (3) Great epideinics among
the armies or in the civil populations
these are certainly among the grins
possibilities of 1916, but it is more likely
that they will break out in the death-sown
lands of the Continent than here.
Prisoners of Nriar
I am glad to be able to report that a
good deal of evidence reaching me from
different parts tends to show that the
Germans are displaying in many quarters
more humanity towards our wounded and
prisoners in their hands than was the case
at the beginning. The lot of the prisoner
of war is cruelly hard at the best. In
Germany it was made worse by harshness,
brutality, bad housing, and incredible
tyranny. Some of the stories told me by
men back from Germany, wounded
prisoners and the like, have been horrible.
Now, however, the passion of hate
towards England seems slackening. Some
of the prison camps have been placed in
charge of reasonably humane warders.
The women nurses in many of the German
hospitals deal kindly with the men under
them. The German Red Cross is using
real endeavours to see that parcels sent
to prisoners of war reach them.
The chief sufferings of many of our
prisoners of war are due to lack of clothing
and poor and unsuitable food. The result
is that those who are not looked after
from home are sometimes reduced to a
state of Semi-starvation. German foods,
particularly German sweet soups, are
often hard for our men to swallow. The
sick Tommy who is presented with a
basin of soup made of rice and figs stewed
in a great quantity of water; often prefers
to go without. I appeal to my readers to
send food to any prisoners of war they
know. The stores will provide a package
for five shillings, consisting of bread,
jam, potted meat, cigarettes, two kinds
of cake, chocolate, cocoa,
soap,
properly packed.
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British Officer's Heroic Search for Water

During a recent march, the British and native troops at
Persian Gulf ran out of water. Suffering terribly from thirst,
many fell down with exhaustion on the' scorching sands.
When within only six miles of a river, they found it impossible
to go any further. A British officer then volunteered to ride

the to the river for water. He writes " I just clung to my
saddle, and balanced myself the best way I could. . . .
When
I got to the river the horse plunged in, and I rolled off into the
water .
. and sucked away Lntil I thought I was going to
burst; but it was glorious, though the water was very muddy."

1' 'War 111d,s
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By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
R. BALFOUR'S letter, August 3oth,
shows that in no case has any
military advantage been gained
by the Zeppelin attacks on this country.
I ventured to give a warning to the
Government before the first raid on
London that it would be attempted, and
it was therefore necessary to try and
co-ordinate the eighty-seven independent
fire brigades in the metropolitan police
area. Following the warning a conference
Of chiefs of fire brigades was summoned
by the Chief of the Police, but very
little was achieved. The new conditions
really require that not merely London, but
the whole area of Great Britain should
have one great regiment for fire service,
as is the case in France ; and men and
material should be capable of being
diverted from one point to another.
Sinking of the Moltke
There is no fresh news from the Baltic,
where Germany is in the position for the
moment of one nursing her wounds. It
is the, general rule in history that in the
minor operations the predominant naval
Power loses heavily, but it must be
confessed , that Germany's losses in the
Baltic have been out of all proportion
to the results achieved. The only substantial loss Russia incurred during the
thirteen months of war was the arnioured
'cruiser Pallada, whereas, if one attempts a
rough appraisement of Germany's losses
in the same area, it would be a conservative estimate to put them ten times
as high in fighting power. The true
test of seamanship is to be able to make
the best use of available weapons, and
judged by that test the Russians come
out with flying colours.
A crowning

example was given when the " obsolete "
little gunboat Sivutch, before sinking,
accounted for one of the German torpedo
craft.
A vessel like that, capable of only
twelve knots, would have come under the
ban of what Mr. Balfour unhappily
called " a masterly stroke of the pen "
in r9o4. I gladly pay my humble tribute
to the brave and skilful Russian Navy,
for at the opening of the century, before
the Russo-Japanese war, I wrote some
very severe criticisms of it for the
" Encyclop-dia Britannica." At the same
time let me say-,the policy of substituting
the most modern material for old is right,
but my point is that we got rid of old
cruisers in our Navy without replacing
them by new. In such circumstances the
sailor must make the best use he can of
the old. This the RuSsians are doing with
skill and daring in the Baltic.
I am inclined to see a certain significance in the German Admiralty's
announcement concerning the bombardment on August 26th of Russian signal
stations on the Isle of Dagoe " at the
northern entrance to the Gulf of Riga."
The theory I propounded of the sinking
of the Moltke was that she was chosen
because of her speed to watch if Russian
Dreadnoughts came out of the Gulf of
Finland. Now Ristna, where the signal
station was bombarded, is nearly ninety
miles of steaming from the entrance to the
Gulf of Riga where the Germans were
operating, and it is the same distance
from the great Russian naval port of
Revel in the Gulf of Finland. It is the
rounding corner between the two for
large vessels, while small ones have a short
cut in the northern passage. The point

Russian soldierS, prisoners in the hands of the Germans, exchanging their money
with their captors at a wayside village on the Eastern front,

is equipped with a semaphore, sigma', anl
telephone station, and a wireless max
have been added during the war. It is
quite conceivable that the Moltke took
up her position near this point, and the
Germans, intending further operations,
have determined to smash up these
observation points:. The only comment
one can make is that they are very soon
replaced, and therefore the Germans must
contemplate immediate operations if such
bombardment is to be of any value.
Hunting the "U" Boats
One might make a similar criticism
concerning our own bombardment of the
coast of 'Flanders, were it not for the
special circumstances of the submarine
war. The scarcity of trained submarine
crews in Germany prevents continuous
operations, and the result is that we expect
to find spells of activity succeeded by
shorter spells of inactivity. This proves
to be the case if we plot the successes of
the submarines by weeks. We know
roughly that the period of these maximum
successes against merchant vessels corresponds with the maximum losses of
submarines because they are then most
venturesome. If, however, the hunt is
to be unrelenting, it must pursue the
submarine to its port of refuge, where it
rests and refits in the week following a.
a good fortnight of activity.
By a close attention to the dates and
places when and where merchant vessels
were molested, the time of return to Zeebrugge, Ostend, and Emden can be
approximately calculated.
Then the
attempt can be made to cut them off on
return, and to bombard them from the
sea and air in their harbours. What are
the obstacles ? The guns on shore, the
mine-field, and the enemy's aircraft, and
in the case of Emden naval interference
as well. The demands of the two fronts,
and especially the Russian front, are so
great that the enemy aircraft are easily
overcome. If the guns on shore arc very
formidable, the threat of attack has
already gained so much in that these
guns and munitions are lost to the fighting
fronts.
A Terror to Submarines
As regards the mines, if they show at
low water they are easily disposed of.
This means that they have to be laid at a
depth of about ten or fifteen feet, and
consequently any shallow draught vessel
is immune from mines as the tide rises.
It results then from a shallowness of the
German and Belgian coasts, and of the
river systems as well as the mine-fields
that this war was bound to create a
demand for small, shallow-draught VesS1S. They would have to manoeuvre
ery rapidly, and therefore not only be
immune to mines and to submarines,
since - their torpedoes run too deep, but be
very- difficult for guns on shore to hit.
Such vessels would be a terror to submarines coming to the surface to enter or
leave-their harbours of refuge, but also by
constantly keeping the coasts in a state
of alarm they tend to cause diversion ,of
defences to the coast, and therefore to,
relieve the fighting-lines, The Crimean
War produced a similar demand, but in,
that case the numerous gunboats were_
built too late,. and inventive genius at
that time could not give a really suitable
type.
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With the Army Veterinary Corps in France

German horse—ambulance and (right), an operation in progress.
It is notorious that horses are treated badly in the German Army,
but the enemy has been forced, owing to the terrible wastage,

to instigate some sort of treatment for their wounded war—horses.
But, in contrast to their usual thoroughness, the provision made
for the care of horses is of the crudest.

A wounded British war—horse about to be operated upon by officers
of the Army Veterinary Corps. The horse has been put under
chloroform, and is saved as much pain as possible, with all the
care and skill that the A.V.C. have at its command.

A convalescent resting in the horse—hospital pastures. Right : A merciful, instantaneous death. When a wounded or otherwise
totally disabled war—horse is beyond curing, it is at once shot by an army veterinary surgeon to end its sufferings.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
HE report that a naval flying officer
on a seaplane had sunk a Turkish
transport in the Sea of Marmora
suggests that it may be worth while to
comment on the relative value of the
damage done in bomb-dropping exploits,
and—in justice to the pilots—on the
relative difficulties and dangers met.
Naturally, to a sporting people, the
idea, of catching an airship away from
home and bursting it up in the air appeals
as the finest effort an aeroplane pilot can
put up. There seems something unsportsmanlike in shooting a " sitter.'
whether it be an airship in its shed, or an
hotel which is being used as. a headquarters billet, or a ship at anchor. The
flying shot always Seems the more difficult to the man on the ground. Hence
its popularity. As a matter of fact, to
the man in the aeroplane the flying shot
is the. easier, under ordinary conditions,
and it may be very much the safer.

T

On Hitting a Moving Target
It must be remembered that an aeroplane cannot stand still in the air, and
cannot, in most cases, fly slower than
thirty-five or forty miles an hour—for if
it does it merely sinks. Now if the
airship is flying at forty-five or fifty miles
an hour, and the aeroplane can get right
over it, the aeroplane can also slow down
to the same speed, so that the position is
much that of a man standing on the
parapet of a high building and dropping
things into the street.
It is true that when the bomb leaves
the aeroplane it will be slowed down a
little as it passes through the air ; but if
it only has two or three hundred feet
to fall before hitting the airship, and if
it is travelling truly along the same
direction as the ship-, it can scarcely miss
a thing five hundred feet by forty-five. ,
In much the same way an aeroplane
attacking a moving ship on the sea is
helped by the fact that the speed of the
ship reduces the difference in the speeds

of the aeroplane and its mark. That is
to say, if the ship is doing twenty miles
an hour and the aeroplane has slowed
down to forty, the bomb-dropper has
only to allow-for the error caused by the
bomb leaving the machine at twenty
miles an hour over and above the speed
of the target—which is the ship. On
the other hand, if the ship is at anchor,
or if the target be a house or a shed, the
bomb-dropper has to allow for the error
caused by a full forty miles an hour.
The Sternest Test of Ability
When one comes to consider the danger
to the aeroplane and its crew, one finds
a somewhat similar degree of value. The
most dangerous thing a bomb-dropper
can attack is a German airship shed.
wherever theSe sheds have been built
the Germans have surrounded them with
anti-aircraft gunS and searchlights. In
daylight it is now almost suicide for a
pilot to fly over a shed at less than 8,000
feet, and at that, height he is not very
likely to drop his bombs with any remarkable accuracy.
The German " Archies,- -as the flying
people call them, fire in salvos, and
throw a regular bunch of shells all round
the aeroplane. To anyone watching
from the ground it always seems a wonder
that any pilot ever escapes being hit, and
even the strongest nerves cannot stand
much of it at a time. Even when attacks
are made at dusk or dawn, when the pilot
can hardly see his mark, the searchlights
find him out, and moreover dazzle him so
that he cannot see the shed. Therefore,
the destruction of an airship shed is the
highest test of a flying man's ability.
Moreover, when an airship shed is
destroyed, it means that something
worth while has been done, for if there
is an airship inside it means that it is
destroyed also, and probably also a
number of the crew of the ship and of
the specially trained men who handle
the big machines on the ground ; and if
there is nothing in the shed, it means

at any rate that no other airship can take
up its abode there for some time.
It is, however, arguable that the true
military value of destroying a transport
is greater than that of " doing in "
mere Zeppelin—which is, after all, a fairly
useless military weapon. The soldiers
lost in the ship would probably do more
harm in the war than ever the crew of
the Zeppelin would do, and the transport
herself would in the course of her career
carry more weapons of destruction than
ever an airship could. Therefore, lookinv at it in that way, a transport ship is
about
b
the most important moving target
a bomb-dropper can find—for it has even
more potential harm in it than a trooptrain or an ammunition column. • I
exclude battleships from the comparison,
because it is impossible as yet for any
aeroplane to carry a bomb which would
sink a big ship-of-war with an armoured
deck.
Bombing Transports and Airships
Attacking a transport is no light game
for the aeroplane, for if it came May
enough for the pilot to make sure of
hitting, it would be well within rifle
range ; and as a troopship would certainly carry quick-firers of its own as
well as machine-guns belonging to the
troops on board, there would be every
chance of hitting the aeroplane as it
slowed to drop its bombs ; or even if it
tried the old dodge of diving at its limit
of speed and then shooting up again, it
would be in almost as great danger as it
would over an airship
On the other hand, in attacking an
airship in the air, an aeroplane is fairly
safe if it is able to rise higher than brat
particular ship, for if the pilot is careful
to keep out of range of the machine-guns
till he is above the airship, there is no
chance of his being hit, for the crew
cannot fire up through the gasbag, and it
is now fairly well proved that even
Zeppelins do not carry guns on top, as
the Germans boasted that they did. If
the bombs set light to the airship. the
aeroplane may be upset by the explosion.
but that is no worse than looping the
loop, and any decent modern aeroplane
will right itself if left alone. So, after all,
the flying shot is the easiest and safest.

Free Gifts Without Cost
How you can Cheer our men at the Front

Enemy aeroplane that was shot down by the. French and fell through the roof of a
cottage. The Germans in the photograph are endeavouring to extricate the engine.

Following on the PoStmaster-Gcneral's
recent announcement, all post-offices are
now receiving readinv matter from , the
public, and sending it'sto the front free of
charge.
Here is an excellent opportunity for
you to send free gifts at just the bare cost
of purchasing the papers.. Remember
that no newspapers will be accepted, nor
periodicals over a year old. Neither cover
nor uddress is necessary. THE WAR
ILLUSTRATED is just the sort of journal
that is required at the front. So take
this, and other periodicals' you have —
or, better still, buy, some specially for
our soldiers—hand them over the counter
of the nearest posGollice, and your gift
will be sent to the front, free of cost,

Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Lieut.-Col. A. S. VANRENEN L .-Col. Sir J. P. MILBANKE, V.C., Lieut.-Col. B. E. PHILIPS
5th Royal Inriskilling Fusiliers. Notts Sherwood Rangers Yeomanry. 5th Royal Welsh Fusiliers.

Major E. W. BOYD-MOSS,
D.S.O., Worcester Regt.

Major C. W. CROFTON,
9th Worcester Regt.

Major De L. W. PASSY,
8th Northumberland Fusiliers.

Major A. G. SHARP,
9th Royal Warwick Regt.

Capt. R. W. ROBINSON,
5th Royal Inniskilling Fur.

lent,-Col. Sir John Peniston Milbanke, V.C., commanding the Notts Sherwood
Rangers Yeomanry, was formerly in the 10th Hussars, in which he received his
commission in 1892. He saw a good deal of service in South Africa, was mentioned in
despatches, and awarded the V.C., the Queen's Medal with six clasps, and the King's
Medal with two clasps. Sir John was the tenth baronet.
Lieut.-Col. B. E. Philips commanded the 5th Royal Welsh Fusiliers, but for some
time was connected with the 3rd Battalion, of which he was hon. lieut.-colonel, as well
as hon. captain in the Regular Army.
Major C. H. Tippet, 7th Royal Dublin- Fusiliers, served as major in the Boer War,
receiving the Queen's Medal with five clasps. lie retired in 1905 with the hon. rank of
lieut.-colonel, rejoining his old regiment as major at the outbreak of the war.
Major De Lacy Wolrich Passy, 25th Punjabis, attached 8th (Service) Batt. Northumberland Fusiliers, after Neuve Chapelle served with the 59th Scinde Rifles for a time. He
died from wounds received at the Dardanelles landing of August 6th-7th.
Major A. G. Sharp, 9th Royal Warwickshire Regt., saw active service with the Manchester Regiment in South Africa, receiving the Queen's Medal with three clasps and the
King's Medal.with two clasps.
THE WAR ILLUSTRATED invites relatives of officers killed in action
or dead from wounds to lend photographs, with brief biographical notes
of these heroes, for inclusion in " Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead,"
Address : THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, Fleetway Ho see, London, E.C.

Major C. H. TIPPET,
7th Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Major G. R. FIELDING,
1st Sherwool Foresters.

L

Lieut. E. C. M. CROSSE,
2nd Leicester Regt.

Lt. the Hon. K. R. DIINDAS,
R.N.V.R. ( Anzon Battalion.)

Lioat. P. F. CONSIDINE,
4th Royal Scots.

Lieut. R. E. MACKIE,
4th Royal Scots.

Capt. L. E. P. JONES.
7th Yorkshire Regt.

Lieut. L. A. PINSENT,
North Staffs Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. H. W. GOLD- Sec.-Lieut. D. G. THOMAI.
Lieut. C. H. STEAD,
Sec.-Lieut. W. P. HEFFERLieut. E. FAIRBAIRN,
8th Middlesex Regt.
BERG, 1st R.W. Surrey Regt. 2nd Royal Dublin Fusiliers
10th Durham Light Infantry. MAN, Grd Royal Irish Regt.
(Portraits by Russell, Chancellor, Elliott 0 Fry, Bassein°, Lafayette.)

OUR DIARY OF THE W
Chronology of Events, August 1st to 31st, 1915
Asa, r.—Fight for Warsaw.—German adZeppelin Raid on East Coast, 28 casualvance north and south of city. Russians
ties, including 14 deaths. One of hostile
admit evacuation of Lublin.
airships damaged by gun fire of land
Sir John French reports that portion
defences, and blown up by our aircraft
of trenches taken by Germans west of
at Ostend. Flight Sub-Lieut. R. Lord
Hooge recaptured.
killed on landing after engaging the
Arc. 2.—Feats of our Submarines.—Admiralty
enemy.
announced that in North Sea, near GerH.M.S. 'Lynx. a destroyer sunk in
man coast on July 26, a German destroyer
North Sea after s:riking a mine, 4 officers
sunk. Another of our submarines in
22 men saved.
Sea of Marmora torpedoed large steamer.
More Fighting at Hooge.—Violent
Torpedoes were fired at lighters alongside
artillery engagement as result of which
the arsenal at Constantinople. Railway
open ground south of Idooge became
cutting one mile west of Kara B11116.1
untenable by either side. British line
bombarded and line blocked.
slightly withdrawn, without making any
Italy announces conquest of Mount
material difference to our position.
Medefta.
North-west of Hooge our gains made good.
Heavy fighting, with advantage resting
Dardanelles Advance.—Sir Ian Hamilwith the Russians, reported on the
ton reports gain east of Krithia road. In
Narew front.
Anzac zone a footing on the Chunuk
AUG. 3.—The Russian Situation. Desperate
Bair portion of Sari Bair gained, and a
battles on the Narew continuing, the
crest occupied. Elsewhere a fresh landing
enemy's prodigious efforts costing him
of troops successfully effected, 63o
enormous losses. Between the Vistula
prisoners and 9 machine-guns taken.
and the Bug the German forces, attacking Ann. co.—Germans reported to have occupied
in the diStrict of Kurow and north of'
Lomza, evacuated by Russians. South
Lublin repulsed with great losses.
of Riga Germans fall back, leaving
Press Bureau announced that in Galliprisoners and guns,
poli a successful attack was carried out
Severe fighting in Gallipoli, in the
against a network of Tinkish trenches,
Australian' and New
Anzac zone.
and the result was the gain of the crest
Zealand troop-es treble the area they had
of an important ridge.
held.
4: Germans reported to be attacking Anc. cr.—Poison shell attack in Argonne.
the Warsaw forts, and claim to have
French line penetrated temporarily.
captured the western fortS of Ivangorod.
'Austrian submarine U12 torpedoed
Night attacks in the Argonne thrown
by Italian submarine in Upper Adriatic.
back by the French.
Russians holding in check the German
King and ,Queen attended an Interflanks south of Riga and in South-East
cession Service at St. Paul's Cathedral,
Poland. Furious enemy attacks on the
Russians Evacuate Warsaw.
fortress of Kovno,
Desperate AUG. z2.—German armies in east pressing
, s, New „-Vosges battle.
actions on the heights dominating the
forWard from Ostrolenka in the north
Fecht. Germans captured a blockhouse
to Chohn in the south. Two enemy
from which later driven. At the Lingekopt
attacks in the Argonne repulsed.
French beat off all attacks except on
Admiralty announce Turkish gunboat,
crest of the Linge.
the Berk-I-Satvet, torpedoed in DarItaly reports 'capture of big entrenchdanelles by British submarine.
ments on the Carso plateau.
Zeppelin Raid on East Coast, 6 killed,
Fall of Ivangorod.
23 injured,
Arc, 6.—Eighting in the Argonne with great Auo. c3.--Russians evacuate Siedlets. In
intensity around Hill 213.,
Courland Germans driven back.
Petrograd officiallY announces that Ann. I4.-----.Erench report repulse of big German
\Vat as evacuated in order to save the
attack in the Argonne along the entire
city from effects of a bombardment.
front of the sector of Marie Therese. AG. 7.-=-Germang held near Riga. Enemy
British Transport Royal Edward sunk
dislodged from the region between
by submarine in zEgean Sea, r,000 men
Dwina, the Eckau, and the lower course
missing. of the Aa.
AUG. 25.—Raid by 19 French aeroplanes on a
Ramsey, small armed patrolGerman park and depot in the valley of
AUG.
vessel, sunk by German auxiliary Meteor.
the Spada.
Germans cross the Vistula east of Novo
National Register Day.
Georgievsk, and take some of outlying
At Silvia in Gallipoli British advance
forts of latter, and gained further ground
500 yards, capturing a Turkish trench.
south-east of the Narew.
AUG. I6.—English Coast Towns Shelled.—A
In the Argonne Germans penetrated one
German submarine fired several shells at
of French works in the salient in the We:tParton,' Harrington, and Whitehayen.
(Cumberland), but no material damage
ell-I part of the front to the north of
Fontaine Flianzette, but expelled by
done.
counter-attacks.
Fresh German advance in east.
1ikl.S. 'auxiliary cruiser India torEneMy report they have -broken the
'
pedoed in North -Sea:
Rnssian centre at Bransk. Von MacGermans heavily shelled whOle Belgium
kensen and Prince Leopold of Bavaria
- front on the Yser.
closing in on Brest Litovsk from the west
AVG. 9.—British Advance near Hooge.—Ail
and the south-west.
trenches captured by. Germans oa
Balkan crisis. Greek ministry resigns,
and a Venizelist President (pro-Ally)
july 3o retaken, and following up success
our „troops advanced, extending the
elected. Serbian Government's attitude
front of the trenches captured to 1,20D
regarding the Entente, proposals reyards.
ported to be reasonable.
Austrian attack on Serbia in attempt AUG. 17.-KOVI1D forts reported taken by
to cross Danube defeated.
Germans, with prisoners and guns.
Turks announce their battleship the
Enemy claim to have taken one fort at
Hairredin Barbarossa sunk by Allies'
the fortress of Novo Georgievsk.
submarine.
French gain in- Vosges, At LandersFrench air raid on Saarbruck ; 164
bach the infantry gained a footing on the
bombs dropped on the station and
ridge, and established itself there.
factory.
Zeppelin Raid on Eastern Counties, co
German fleet of 9 battleships and
persons killed, 36 injured.
cc cruisers attacking entrance to Gulf AUG. IS.—Fall of Kovno, after desperate
battles lasting eleven days.
of Riga driven oft, three of vessels
damaged by mines.
report capture or Alpine

trenches, and a farther progress towards
Tolmino (Upper Isonzo) by carrying
trenches on--the Santa Lucia height. On
the Carso (Lower Isonzo) important
success gained to the west of Marcottini.
Ann, i9.—White Star Liner Arabic torpedoed,
391 saved out of 423.
Severe Fighting in Gallipoli,—Sir Ian
Hamilton reports that the recent operation included a fresh landing at Suvla
Bay. This enterprise anticipated by
about 24 hours a projected attack by the
enemy. After very severe fighting we
won the position at which we aimed.
!French attacked a salient of German
line in Artois, and mastered the junction
of the Bethune-Arras and Ablain-Angres;
roads.
Turkish defeats in Caucasus announced
by Russia. Eleven divisions routed.
British submarine E13 grounded on
Danish Island of Salthohn.
Fall of Novo Georgievsk.
AUG. co—French capture 250 yards of
trenches in Vosges.
,
AUG. 21.—Italy declares War on Turkey.
German Naval Defeat.--0fficially reported from Petrograd that in great- naval
battle, beginning Aug. 16 and ending
Aug. 21, German fleet' attacking in Gulf
of Riga had two cruisers: and -eight
torpedo-boats sunk or put out of action,
During this time a German cruiser said
to be the Moltke torpedoed by British
submarine in Baltic.
Bielsk occupied by Germans.
AUG. 22.—Cotton Declared Contraband from
this date.
German destroyer sunk off Ostend by
French torpedo-boats. ACTG. 23.---0S6Wi6G evacuated by Russians.
- French in VoSges take trenches on
crests of the Barrenkopf and the Linge.
Bombardment of Zeebrugge by 4o
British ships:
AUG. 24.—Squadron of French aeroplanes
bombarded the stations of Tergnier and
Noyon, dropping over do projectiles,
Ann, 2.5.-1--The Dardanelles Campaign.—Important statement issued by Press Bureau,
in which announced that althOugh
" attacks at Anzac and SuVla have gained
ground enough to enable our lines to be
connected along a front of- more than
miles," at no point has the real
Objective yet been attained.
Fall of Brest Litovsk.
German war works bombed. Sixtytwo French aeroplanes threw over cso
bombs on the Dillingen shell and armour
plate factory.
Allied Air Raids.-----Great concerted
attack by British, French, and Belgian
Army and Navy aeroplanes on Forest of
Houthoulst
AUG. 26.—Sir Edward Grey's reply to German
Chancellor's recent speech at opening of
Reichstag published.
British Aeroplane Destroys Submarine.
—Squadron-Commander A. W. Bigsworth,
R.N., destroyed single-handed -a 'German
bombs dropped from an
submarine
aeroplane off Ostend.
French airmen bomb poison-gas factory
at Dornach.
Ann. 27.—To the north of Arras some German trenches wrecked and munition
depot destroyed.
AuG, 28.—Reported that German submarine;
commanders will no longer attack
merchantmen without warning. e-s,
AUG. 29.—Heavy bombardthent- of enemy
trenches along the whole of the Lorraine
frontier.
Germans storm Lipslt, on the Bohr,
20 miles from Grodno.
AUG. 30.—In the Argonne the French batteries
repeatedly stopped attempts at bombardment by the enemy.
AUG. ;r.—Russians continue fighting retreat
in the Pripet Marshes with :•:-iicee•ss.
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

ALL AT HOME TO OUR PHOTOGRAPHER.—Men of a
Scottish regiment posing in front of a fortified house somewhere
in the British first—line. Though the building has obviously been
the frequent bull's—eye of German shells, it still constitutes a strong
position, piled high as it is with the invaluable sandbags. During

Edited by
J. A, Hammertoe

the lull on the western front, thas3 defenders of Island Britain,
in France, have been passing the monotonous days in sniping,
consolidating defences, and other uneventful routine. Confident
and smiling they, one and all, are patiently awaiting the hour of
bigger things. the inspiring order for the great " push and go."
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THE INSATIABLE HUNGER OF THE GUNS
A Full Description of the Marvellous Organisation of
our Artillery in Action and the Consumption of Shells
By MAJOR GEORGE W. REDWAY
The shibboleth of the Prussian Junkers," cannon fodder," as applied to the hapless pawns' of their military
system, is a misleading term. The real food for the guns is, of course, ammunition, an overwhelming
supply of which, it is now generally recognised, is to be the deciding factor in the European conflict. The
expenditure by the French during the operations about Souchez of 300,000 shells in a few hours, and
subsequent greater extravagance of German batteries on the Eastern front, came as a colossal surprise
to those unversed in modern military tactics. So little has been said on the distribution and consumption of projectiles at the front, that the following article by Major George W. Redway, the eminent
military critic, will constitute a timely and absorbang subject to readers of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED.
for a short period. But we must be on our guard against
exaggeration in this matter. The first rule of the artillery
is to find what is called a "-remunerative " target, and
this is not so easy in days when the art of tactics so largely
depends on concealment by every artifice that ingenuity can
suggest. The second rule is to hit, and that implies ranging
—a tedious process when the target is a moving one. The
third rule is to keep the reserve of ammunition under cover
and well to the rear of the guns, which involves bringing up
supplies by hand over ground that is not altogether immune
from shrapnel bullets and splinters from high-explosive
shells. All these factors being considered, you would find,
if serving with a field battery, less activity than might be
expected from the unofficial reports that reach us. And,
of course, we are not likely to receive any official reports
until the close of the war, if even then, for these secrets are
jealously guarded.
The British field-gun is capable of discharging twenty
aimed rounds a minute, and a certain Krupp gun with
complete automatic action can double this rate of fire.
But needless to say, artillery is not taken into the field
to give a pyrotechnic display, and economy in the
use of ammunition is only second in importance to accuracy
of fire.
The French operations about Souchez last June attracted
attention here mainly by reason of a statement that our
Artillerymen's Three Rules
ally supported the infantry attacks with a deluge of
The battery par excellence is the field battery, which 300,000 shells. To the uninstructed the quantity seems
works with infantry, the gunners riding on the limbers enormous, but when the circumstances are considered we
and waggons. The horse battery works with cavalry, shall see that the gunnels were not really overworked.
and in order to go the pace it must lighten the weight
Twenty Shells for Every Man Hit
behind the teams, and, therefore, the gunners ride on
The defending force consisted of eleven German divisions,
horses. The " horse " guns, too, are lighter. But the
brigade organisation is adopted both for Royal Field as estimated by the attackers, who would presumably
Artillery and Royal Horse \.rtillerv, and how this unit be in superior strength—probably sixteen divisions. But
would look upon a road in Flanders may be imagined if let us take the French force as only twelve divisions, and
the reader will conceive a procession of eighteen i8-pounder assume that each division had an average of twenty-five
quick-firing guns, each, gun preceded by its limber and guns in action for two days. These three hundred guns
followed by two waggons ; every pair of guns (a section) might consume five hundred shells apiece per day by a
is in charge of a subaltern and every three sections (a steady fire for fifty minutes at the rate of ten rounds a
battery) is commanded by a major who is assisted by a minute, or by five spells of ten minutes at the same rate,
captain. Following the third battery come half-a-dozen or by increasing the rate of fire to twenty rounds a minute
baggage, store, and supply waggons, called the train, and they would expend five hundred rounds per gun within half
then a collection of thirty-four waggons which form the an hour.
Any statements as to the expenditure of ammunition
brigade ammunition column, the entire cavalcade filling
about one and a-quarter miles of road space and taking, are of little military value without exact information as
about nine minutes to pass at the trot. Including bicycles to number of guns in action and the effect of their fire, and
and water-carts, cooks'-waggons, and medical_ carts, there history tells us that the Japanese on May 30th, 1904, at
might be counted one hundred and seven vehicles drawn Nan Shan, with about one hundred and ninety-eight
by five hundred and sixty-eight horses. Add one hundred guns, under General Oku, opposed General Fock, and
and ninety-eight ridin,horses and seven hundred and expended 3,747 high-explosive shells and 30,300 shrapnel
ninety-five officers and
b men, half of whom are drivers, shells. The artillery carried about one hundred and
and you may realise' what a prodigious quantity of ninety-eight rounds per gun, and expended about one
machinery is needed to get even eighteen guns to the front. hundred and seventy-five rounds per gun. The enemy's
Now,' curiosity has been - excited by recent discussions loss was 1,416 all ranks, and evidently at least twenty
about the supply of shells as to how many projectiles a gun shells were fired for every man hit.
General Oku, at Ta Shih Chiao, on July 24th, with
Or a battery will consume in a day's fighting. Fabulous
stories are told of the consumption of ammunition, some two hundred and fifty-two guns, opposed General Zarubaieff,
of which may be true in the sense that on special occasions Oku expended an average of eighty rounds per gun, while
[Continued on page 100
a large number of guns have to fire as rapidly as possible

OR the only picturesque story of artillery in action
that is ' artistically true we are indebted to the
admirable " Eye-Witness," Colonel Swinton, who
combines knowledge and imagination so perfectly in
" The Green Curve." He shows us in his sketch entitled
" The Kite," how one battery caught another battery in
flagrante delicto,' otherwise in the formation known as
column of route, and annihilated it. Colonel Swinton is a
sapper, not a gunner, and yet all the characteristics of
artillery, its strength and its weakness, are brought out
in his narrative—range, power, and rapidity of fire on the
one side and the vulnerability of a target formed of a
mass of horses, vehicles, and guns on the other side. But
nowadays the brigade, not the battery, is the tactical unit,
and like the battalion of infantry and regiment of cavalry,
it is commanded by a lieutenant-colonel who is assisted
by an adjutant. The battery in our regular service consists of six guns, the brigade of eighteen guns ; but a brigade
is not merely three batteries, for it comprises what is called
an ammunition column—that is a reserve of everything
likely to be required by the three batteries in action.—
ammunition, of course, in the first place, but also men,
horses, waggons, and spare parts, to repair or renew whatever may be lacking in the batteries in the course of a
duel with the enemy.

F
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Some of the Anzac Supermen at Anafarta Bay

The new landing—place on Gallipoli. British troops congregated on the beach of
Anafarta (or Suvla) Bay, situated on the northern side of the peninsula, and whence
the Anzacs are co—operating in renewed heroic attacks on Sari Gail. ridge. Even the
Germans have grudgingly admitted the valour of the men from " down under."

Inset: Colonial soldier quen:.m.ng
General view of Anafarta Bay, showing the hill of Lala Baba, taken after fierce fighting.
thirst at a well sunk in the beach of Anafarta la ay immadiatily the successful landing manoeuvre was carried out.
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the division are three hundred and seventy-eight founds,
/NSA TIABLE HUNGER OF THE GUNS '1,t;,',7"'
the whole of which could be fired away in twenty minutes.
the Russian artillery expended two hundred rounds•per gun.
From the advanced base another one hundred and fifty
The Russian losses were estimated at 2,000 of all ranks. But,
rounds per gun could be brought up by motor-lorries, and
of course, the Japanese infantry may have accounted for
from an ordnance depot another four hundred and seventyfifty per cent. of the enemy's loss.
two rounds might be forwarded at a day's notice by rail to
complete r,000 rounds per gun. By similar arrangements
558,960 Shells on Twenty Miles' Front
the 4,,+ in. howitzers could get eight hundred rounds, and
These figures, taken from the " Official History," form the
the 6o-pounders five hundred rounds per gun. But hOw
latest reliable data on the subject of field-artillery tactics,
shall we replace this gun ammunition for fifty divisions,
and we see that at Ta Shih Chiao one side expended only
the mere weight of which is 60,334 tons ?
eighty rounds per gun, while the other expended two
Difficulties of Shell Distribution
hundred rounds per gun. These are averages, for one group
of sixteen Russian guns alone consumed 7,141 rounds of shell,
An ideal arrangement would allocate one factory to each
that is an average of 446 rounds per gun in this group. Now
division. The output of each factory should approximate
let us assume that for some reason the whole of the artillery
to 1,200 tons for every day its division has its guns in action.
of a British diviSion fired at this rate at the Battle of the
Transport would be waiting to convey the shells to the
Marne. There were three brigades of 18-pounders, one
railway en route for the coast. Then it must be loaded
brigade of howitzers, and a battery of heavy guns, and
into vessels at the port of embarkation and unloaded at
together they would have expended 33,896 shells. And it
the overseas base. Another train journey would bring
follows that if we had ten divisions in action, and every
it to railhead, somewhere in rear of the zone in which the
gun was firing at the given rate, we should use 338,960
division is operating. Thence by motor-lorries (called the
shells on the front which the hostile infantry were defending ;
ammunition park) it would be taken to the divisional
this front would certainly not exceed twenty miles. On
ammunition column (horsed transport), which would
distribute the shells among
the four brigade ammunition
columns and the heavy battery,
and from these points the shells
would be delivered to the firing
hafteries. Thus every r8-pounder
gun might obtain another r,000
rounds, but if the gun were in
action three times for periods
of half an hour, and fired at
the rate of ten rounds a minute,
the whole of this supply would
be exhausted. The same is
true of the heavier pieces.
We see, then, that the question of ammunition supply
must be approached not from
the gunner's point of view,
which regards only the capacity
of the weapon to fire rapidly,
but from the standpoint of
the shell - maker, the railway
manager, and the director of
transport, who really must
govern the consumption of
shells. In short, the artillery
must cut its coat according to
the cloth, as the phrase goes.
And what is true for us is
equally true for our allies,
though in their case the overseas journey is not needed if
they manufacture at hOme.
One of the guns of a French battery in action near Seddul Bahr, Gallipoli. The apparent
liberal supply of ammunition- seen in the photograph will soon be consumed.
The quantities required, however, must correspond with the
-this front we could hardly expect to find commanding
size of their armies. If the French have fifty corps in action,
positions for : forty brigades, besides positions for ten
their consumption of shells would be double the ,quafitities
batteries of heavy guns, and so the attacking batteries
given for fifty BritiSh divisions, although their rate of fire
would, have to come into action where they could, in cornmay be no greater. The Germans are in a worse plight,
fields or meadows, in villa gardens with the palings broken
for they have one,hundred corps to supply, and if ever
down, on railway embankments in single or double tiers
the day comes when they are all in action the .G.e,rnian
of fire. The target front of each brigade being reckoned
guns will need about a quarter of a million tons of shellS,
at half a mile, the one thing needful is that the guns should
if each gun is to fire shot for shot with the ,Frth'iph and
get into action even if they must be pushed forward to
British guns, for a period which may be reckoned iri minutes
within machine-gun range.'
if their utmost capacity for rapid fire is to be fully exploited.
One of these days the British Army may have a million
Armaments and Armageddon's- End
men at the front—say fifty divisions, including fifty heavy
But- in fact no army dare employ all its guns in this way,
batteries, fifty brigades of howitzers, and one hundred and
fifty brigades of fielcrii,3is. How are we to supply two
for fear of being suddenly rendered helplesg by a cessation of
hundred 60-pounders, ---nine Will-6d howitzers, and 2,700
ammunition supply, and the larger the -anny the greater
r8-pounders:-. 4fi' r aininunition for a six days' battle ?
the danger of this happenink. To cut off a British army
Take the47popnder, for instance ; the gun limber contains
from the coast, or interpose a French army, betwee4the
twenty_
German army and KruppeS works at Essen,-'Would do more
roilndst.: and the two `waggons seventy-six
rourndS ead-ittoOd per gun with battery one hundred and
to end the war than a repetition of alf14e- incoricfusive
"ratniis. Another wa,ggon load per gun is
actions that have yet been fought, and if the- Frankenstein
with the brigade ammunition column. Some miles in rear
monster created by the German military hierarchy should
is the divisional ammunition column, conveying another
in the end devour the authors of its being, posterity will
one hundred and 'twenty-six round's -per gun. Thus- with only say that the punishment fitted the crime.
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Steel Harbingers of Death in the Making

Oven and vats where the 303 mm. shells are tempered in one of France's biggest
munition factories. Our ally, in addition to keeping her own armies adequately
supplied, is providing King Albert's troops with munitions.

A 305 mm. shell being let down by — pulley
into the Lathe for turning, in a corner of -1
French munition ;actory.

View of one of the huge workshops in France where 305 mm. shells are being manufactured
The birth—place of fearful death
in their thousands. Inset above : A vat into which four projectiles are being lowered for tompering.
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The Lull in Flanders before the Coming Storm

Rural pursuits as a relief to the business of war. Some British soldiers, while on leaver frarte the trenches, ocatuswthetweelves harvesting
for our allies in the wheat-fields behind the British lines. Soon they %Wit Sc reaping; a, grim harvest.

British- officers, listening to the homely strains of a gramophone Men of the Liverpool Regiinent procuring water from a filter. - All
drinking water for the troops is thus sterilised against typhoid.
installed" in the first-line trenches.

Whatever may be said of the thoroughness of the German trenches, it would be difficult to find any on the enemy's side more
complete in general construction than that shown in the above photograph. Footpaths hay.: been laid dawn with neatly cut sleepers,
and even flower plots abound in this unique corner of a Flanders trench-town.
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Trench-guns that hurl Air-mines and Torpedoes

A "Sauter& le," with which bombs are thrown about ninety yards. Firing a torpedo of the air from a 58 mm. trench-gun. The
This trench-gun is a kind of arbalest, and works somewhat on projectile is "winged,"" weighs about thirty-three pounds, and
the ancient Roman cross-bow principle.
can be fired a distance of nearly six hundred yards.

The most imposing and formidable ot the trench artillery in use in the French Army. It is an 80 mm. mountain gun, and tires
air-mines which vary in weight between one hundred and thirty and two hundred and thirty pounds. In this photograph a small
air-mine, weighing one hundred and thirty pounds, is about to be fired. The mine does not enter the gun, but is attached to a tube.
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Metz Farm: A Grim Sentinel of France

A shattered farm buildinfj which has played an important, part in recent French offensive operations. Terrible hand—to—hays
conflicts and incessant artillery duels have raged round this identical spat, and when the official history of Armageddon
is cam pi led this ftwm wilt no doubt take its place in posterity as, conspicuously as Hougomont, of Waterloo fame.

'Another view. Of the farm, shouting the 'deep, - solidlyr built trenett which commands the position. Coils of barbed—wire in reserve;
Pita of earth racks, and huge stone Mahe used to consolidate- the dOtenCO are seen in "the background. (Exclusive photographel
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Halt Before Action • A French Field-Kitchen
-•„•• „,„

A French column halts for a rest in a wood near Toul, one of the strongest points in the French line, which, since the beginning of
the war. has defied every effort of the Huns to break through. Two officers are seen cracking a joke at the expense of the Boches on
the other side of the forest.

• French soldiers laying the fire of a field—kitchen before proceeding to within easy distance of the trenches. Hundreds of these portable
restaurants are now doing groat service in the French Army. Piou—piou is as particular about his food as is our own Tommy.
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Personalities with the Belgians along the Yser

Wh. Emile Sandervelde, the famous. Socialist and King. Albert's inieter of Stite,
with General Jacques, enjoys a joke with some- Belgian soldiers on the Yser.
•
Nt. Vandervelde• has frequently paid visits to the Belgian- front.

Prince Alexander of Teak, who has been at the front
Well placed amid innumerable earth sacks, this mitrairreamer has proved
almost since-the beginning of the war, watching a- - invaluable time and again along the tragic Tsar. The Bettlianst can claim to
Belgian gunner." efforts to bring down an Aelatik.
possess more machine-guns proportionately than any arterial, shies.

A troop of Zouaves, who have been co-operating near the Belgian Army, cleaning their rifles during a brief rest in a pleasant sylvan
glade somewhere along the Flanders front.

Fe hia Defiant along the Lovely Danube

Every Austrian rifle captured by the Serbians constitutes a valuable prize,
and such weapons are tested by an experienced shot. Right : Howitzer
battery about to fire on an Austrian position. That the Serbians have
been able to hold their own is a source of great bitterness to the Kaiser.

Serbian artillerymen dragging a field—gun to a less exposed position. Right :
Rifles being handed out to new recruits to Serbia's forces in the field.

Serbian soldiers entrenched along the bank of the Danube engaging the Austrian infantry hidden among the trees on the opposite
bank. With the exception of Belgium, Serbia has endured more than any country. She was the first of the Allies to defy Prussian
oppression—the valiant David against the might of the Goliath Teutonicus.
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Half -hearted Turks Surrender to New Zealanders

That the Turk fights bravely but without ideal is not the
outcome of any general Oriental characteristic, but merely the
result of a sublime indifference to the ruling fates, who are at
present Enver Bey and his notorious clique of German militarists.
An incident occurred- recently which once more proves this fact.

The Otagos in rushing a position were amazed to find them—
selves assisted up a difficult incline by the enemy, who kissed
the hands of the New Zealanders as an expression of submission,
and were thereupon taken prisoners and promptly sent to the base.
They were in no humour to " carry on " for Kuttur's cause.

British Hero-Officer's Ride for Turkish► Flag

in the operations at Shaiba, Mesopotamia, Major George
Godfrey Massy Wheeler asked permission to take out his squadron
and attempt to capture a flag, the centre point of a grasp of the
enemy. He advanced and attacked the enemy's infantry with the
lance, doing considerable ex,cution among them.

He then

retired, while the enemy swarmed out of hidden ground and
formed an excellent target for our guns. On the following day
Major Wheeler led his squadron to the attack of the " North
Mound." He was seen far ahead of his men riding straight for the
enemy's standards. The heroic officer was killed on the Mound.

GERMANS REBUILD VISTULA BRIDGE.—The retreat of the Russians and inevitable
destruction of communications have given the German pioneers work in plenty. Ono of
their firz,t taskz`. was the reconstruction of all the Vistula bricicc.s.
This photograph

illustrates a scene on the ruined bridge between Praga and Warsaw. Civilians including,
no doubt, forced Poles„ are seen working under military direction. In these days of
rapid engineering the rebuilding of a bridge is but a question of hours.
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War and Disease the Dual Tragedy of Poland

The Russian*, from the Tsar to the' lowliest peasant, are
united in their determination to fight on until the enemy
iu subdued. This photograph, taken in the neighbour—
hood of Brest Litovsk, shows a band of infantry resting
before pushing on in the general retreat.

Poland, unhappiest el countries, his Siniered more firoin-Hunnieh
brutality and insolencSeven than Belgium. Added to Use diiistir
of war being waged through the ill—fated country, dread typhus
h.att broken out in various localities. This photograph shows a

house stricken with the plague. it has been branded and placed
under Berman guard. Inset : Field—Marshal von Mackensen,
on a white charger, who shares with Hindenburg and Falkenhayn
the responsibility for Prussia's hordes: on the eastern front.
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Dramatic War Scenes from Italy's Front

Italian outpost in action. Under cover of a giant tree, the patrol is seen engaging
the enemy, who is ambushed in the faliaue across the stream.

Mule, laden with rifles, that was captured by the Italians on an Austrian field.
Right : A striking example of patriotism. This
venerable volunteer is 74, and is still young enough to do his bit for Italy. He accomplished one share in the wars of independence.

Dramatic incident on the Isonzo front. Italian outpost having spotted
an Austrian sniper's retreat, await his exit with rifles at the ready.

First—aid by the way. Italian Red Cross worker attending the head
wound of a motor despatch—rider, shot while on a perilous errand,
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Austrian Alpine Warfare Primitive and Practical

Austrians piecing stones on-the edge of a precipice. When the
Italians climb the mountain side, the wooden stakes are withdrawn,
thereby releasing these—the first weapons of warring mankind. •

Austrians fixing barbed-wire entanglements in the Tyrol at an altitude of .six thousand feet., Inset: On the barren, snow-capped,
immemorial peaks an Austrian outpost is seen in skirmish with Italian Alpini across the valley. Such mountain warfare must
necessarily proceed at a slow pace, though Italy has made comparatively good progress against the ally of barbarism.
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E WAR BY LAN
By F. A. McKenzie, War Correspondent

E

VEN Ps ,u e steadiiv developing on the
Western front. The great artillery
duel—French and German—along
large sections or the line south of Arras
has now continued for close on a fortnight.
There have been repeated attacks by
allied British and French warships on the
Belgian coast, attacks whose possible
significance cannot escape the most casual
There has been a formal,
observer.
official conference between General joffre,
the King of Italy, and General Cadorna,
a conference which may mean plans
for a united advance on the south-west
front.
The Russian armies have rallied, ant.
are once more engaging the enemy in a
great battle on the region between the
Rivers Niemen and Pripet. The silence
from our own front in Flanders continues,
but it is a silence which does not indicate
In the Dardanelles fighting
inaction.
continues daily, and every known fact
makes it the more certain that we intend
to press our campaign there to the uttermost, despite difficulties and discouragements.
The faint whispered suggestion that we
should slacken in the Dardanelles campaign in order to concentrate altogether
upon Flanders was immediately silenced.
Everyone in this country who knows
anything of the Near East is aware that
for us to abandon the Dardanelles now
would mean for us to step down definitely
and finally from our place in the world.
. Let us leave the Dardanelles, and we
should be forced out of Asia within a year.
The Choice before Germany
It is a cardinal rule of successful war
to take the initiative and to maintain the
offensive. What can Germany now do ?
The Central Empires have several choices
before them for their autumn campaign.
They can un -:el:trate on -ens point, v.-hile
attempt n ; to maintain a defensive
barrier cn the other fronts. :This was

their policy during the summer Russian
campaign. They can also endeavour to
carry out two or three great campaigns
This seems scarcely
simultaneously.
probable, although it must be reckoned
as one of the possibilities.
One large section of German strategists
is known to favour the single campaign
plan. It advocates throwing the entire
strength of the German armies on to the
eastern front, linking up the lines of
railways from Riga to Lemberg, and then
crushing through by sheer force of
artillery and intensity of attack up to
Petrograd. The occupation of Petrograd
this autumn and the strengthening of the
German front all along the east would
enable Germany to make her plans for
turning the immensely fertile plains of
Poland into a granary and manufacturing
centre for her peoples next year.
The BalAan Menace
A second plan would be to concentrate
a considerable force on the Serbian front,
to overrun that country, and to establish
the German armies in a position where
they could effectively menace Bulgaria
if Bulgaria refuses to be bought or bribed.
Still another plan is to turn a considerable
army against Italy, and to fight a winter
campaign in the plains of Lombardy.
Italy has not yet met the full strength of
the German armies.
The long-promised march to Calais
seems further off than ever, but it is
when the least is said about things that
nations need to be much on guard against
them.
On the western front the Germans
have several possible schemes. Roughly,
they divide themselves into two groups :
(i) Attack on the coast made either
against the Belgian army to the north or
the British front lower down in Flanders ;
or (2) attacks in Central Franae in the
direction of Paris, whose aim would he
to drive a wedge into the extensive French

Au revoir till our countrymen return vic.orioasiy to the Rhine provinces. Young
French children leaving an Alsatian station for France. Each one is labelled for
identification purposes,

front. Behind all ibis, of course, comes
the much longed for German scheme of
the invasion of England, a scheme whose
obvious perils and tremendous risks- are
realised even in Germany itself.
The Danger in Central Ania
People unfamiliar with Central Asian
affairs may well be excused if they are
blind to the real significance of the brief
official communication stating that there
had been an irruption of Bunarwans into
the Peshawar district, and that a hostile
force from Upper Swat had made an attack upon our position at Sandaki. The
year of war in Europe has caused very
real unrest in Central Asia, not confined
to the peoples on our own frontiers.
Apart from Mohammedan nations, the
Buddhist peoples of Asia and the Confucians are beginning to question what
the future will bring forth. A trusted
and level-headed correspondent in Eastern
Asia reflects the position there in a
letter which has just reached me. " China
is very strongly pro-German," he writes,
" and from the very first the Chinese
military authorities, many of whom were
trained in Germany,- believed that Ger- .
many would win out. Germany has
most cleverly handled the Chinese vernacular Press, and has shown no shortage
of able men or money, while we British
with our heads buried in the sand have
been stupidly asleep.
The orient and liaiserism
" Central Asia is being worked through
and through, and once the banner of the
Great White Tsar is humbled in Warsaw,
the once embedded States of Central Asia
will begin to feel that their time is coming
With the Asiatics nothing succeeds like
success, and might is right.
" The Japanese Government is, I am
sure, honourably loyal to its alliance with
us, but numbers of its better informed
pcsiple say that we are only half-heartedly
attempting
; to fight for our life and
existence."
This last criticism may seem to many
of rny readers, as it seems to me, unjust- .
The question- is, however; not is it just
or unjust, but what may be the effect Of
other peoples entertaining this opinion
01 us ?
The Tsar Takes the Helm
The intelligence that the Tsar has taken
comman I in person of the Russian
mies is one of tremendous significance.
The Slav is spiritual and emotional in a
'say we Western peoples can scarcely
realise, and the presence of the Great
White Tsar among his soldiers will do
more to revive their spirits and strengthen
determination than anything else could
'do: The Tsar's arrival probably also
means the strengthening of the hands of
the group of scientific soldiers, led by
General Russkv, who months ago -saw the
danger of the Russian forward movement,
and attempted to keep it back. - General
l:ussky incurred great unpopularity and
1os for the time ; but events have justified him. Every day which Russia can
now check the German advance is
- victory for her. The time is very short
before the weather will have broken- for
the autumn, and land advance on a
large scale will be exceedingly difficult.
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Helping to Raise Britain's Fourth Million

Soldier poster artist. Rifleman S. Tresilian, who is one of the survivors of the
" Rangers" charge at Ypres, is now " doing his bit " again by drawing
recruiting posters while convalcscing from his wound.

Miss Violet Lorraine, the popular music-hall artiste,
addresses a Trafalgar Square recruiting meeting on
behalf of the London Regiment Royal Fusiliers.

" Little Zola," a music-hall comedian, promises to perform in any hospital
or barracks free of charge for the duration of the war in exchange for two
recruits. Right : Novel recruiting signpost which speaks for itself.

Recruiting sergeant pointing out to a prospective
soldier the locality on the rnap where his regiment
won immortal fame,

The Prime Minister"of Mirth turns recruiter. Inimitable George Robey, who is
a special constable, planes his persuasive wit at the disposal of the Empire by
calling for men from the Nelson plinth.
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E WA BY SEA
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

E

ARLY in June we were still in the
defensive stage against submarines,
and Mr. Churchill said at Dundee
that " the submarine menace had been
fixed - within definite - limits." We have
now passed to the offensive stage and it
will increase in stringency. The earliest
doctrine preached in this page was
that the Power which commands' the sea
—and the Allies do command the sea—
can make use of anything which can
float a gun. The American correspondent, Mr. Fred Palmer, says that
in all Britain has 2,300 trawlers, minesweepers, and other auxiliaries outside of
the regular service on duty, on the blockade
from the English Channel to Iceland, and
in keeping the North Sea clear." • All
these vessels from outside the Royal
Navy, and others as well, are involved
directly or indirectly in the submarine
hunts which " are regarded as great
•,sport." Incidentally, let me, congratu- late the new Board of Admiralty for
breaking with exaggerated secretiveness,
'
and allowing
Mr. Palmer to visit the
Grand Fleet. The new Board is exercising a most beneficial influence on the
Navy in many other ways, and its integrity gives confidence to all who have
the good fortune to serve under it. It is
the best Board the Navy has had in living
memory.
Frightfulness—a Bad Investment
Following on Lord Selborne's recent
statement that " the Navy has the sub- marine menace well in hand," we find
that the German Government is staging
matters so as to lead up to the sidetracking of the " blockade:" It was the
supreme good fortune of this country
that Germany was as deeply committed
to the attempt to make a success of this
policy, - • that we were able to Ian 1 our

Expeditionary Force in the Dardanelles
without an appalling- disaster on April
25th. On April 17th there appeared
in this page, eight days before the
landing, the following
" The diversion of submarines to the
attack of commerce, instead of prosecuting a military campaign against warships
and transports, is an absolute gain to the
cause of the Allies." We landed—five
days later—on six separate beaches, and
at only one beach were there the enemies
of the submarine, and there only eight
destroyers. It was not until May 25th
that a German submarine appeared and
torpedoed the Triumph. The fact is
" frightfulness " only pays when it is
associated with and subordinated to
military success, as was the case in Belgium; but on the sea Germany was met
by military failure, and " frightfulness "
has considerably added to that failure.
Modification Policy
As a result, an assurance has apparently
been given that liners (passenger liners ?)
will not be sunk without provision being
made for the safety of the passengers,
except in the case of resistance or
attempted escape. The interest lies in
the interpretation. Many descriptions
of vessels carry passengers, and we do not
know what will be considered an attempted
escape. One cannot parley with a periscope,
so the submarine must shOw herself on
the surface. As I write, the telegram
appears about the passenger ship
Hesperian torpedoed at night without
warning. Of course, we shall be told that
there was no way of informing a submarine off the Fastnct of the change of
policy. But will not German ministers
show themselves always as resourceful
in evading an issue as British Ministers
at question time ia the House ? I the

realise their blunder through the hard
logic of six months of failure, they will
give up their submarine " blockade " to
an extent at which they calculated the
occasional torpedoing of a British merchant ship will produce a diversion of
fighting force. The spot where the
Hesperian was torpedoed on July pst
was in the Fastnet zone off the S.W. corner
of Ireland. where the Arabic was torpedoed
and the Iberian stopped by the gun fire
of U38 and subsequently torpedoed. It
represents -the extreme " going west " of
the German operations.
The Price Paid
The price paid is not merely that the
Allies have had the advantage of a large
number of German submarines being
removed from the military theatre of war.
Nor again is it that the enemy has lost
a large number of submarines and, what
is more important, submarine crews in
the process. Nor is it that by the sinking
of as many neutrals as British vessels,
America and other nations have been
antagonised. The immeasurable loss to
Germany is that at least six months was
conceded to the British Government to
atone for former lethargy and lack of
preparation. This, by organising offensive measures against the German submarines while they were effecting no
military purpose whatsoever, except in
the iEgean Sea and off the Gallipoli
Peninsula. Those six months were simply
priceless, for they just enabled us to pass
from the defensive to the offensive stage
against German submarines. Mr. Balfour
now lifts a corner of the curtain and tells
us that the losses of German submarines
are " formidable." The methods for their
struction have been numerous. The
I cladraity indicated one when they desc abed the loss of one off Ostend " by
Bomb' dropped from an aeroplane," and
of others by the official descriptions of
bombardments at Zeebrugge, where in the
intervals of rest, fourteen or more submarines would be assembled. What has
been achieved by aeroplanes can be
obviously better done by dirigibles, owing
to their power of remaining stationary
over a point when a submarine is spotted.
Oar Increased Imports

An old Alsatian woman seated in the Church of Thann where, for , years, she has
sought spiritual consolation, Now the hallowed shrine is partly wrecked ; the high
altar is but a heap of debris ; yet still the lonely worshipper repeats her prayers in the
house that, in spite of war's desecrating tumult, remains inviolable as a sanctified place.

Recently New York papers announced
that the armed merchant vessel Demerara
sank by gun fire on May f 4th a new-type
submarine which used a buoy as a decoy.
There are at least half a dozen other
methods of attacking submarines, but since
nothing has been given out, nothing
can be said.
By all the methods:-..—
whether ram, gun, net, bomb, dredge,
or mine—the Germans have probably
lost about five times as many subtharines
as have been publicly given to the - Press.
Put it another way, they-have lost one
submarine for every three BritiSh steamers
they have sunk. As we have now over
300,000 tons more of British steamers
than we had before the war, Von Tirpitz,
and his amiable scribe Reventlow, have
much to explain as to their policy.' If
starvation was their object, I commend to
them the fact that whereas we imported
only 68,968,000 cwts. of cereals in the first
five months of 1914, in the same period
of war in 1915 we have imported
80,326,000 cwts.
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Coward U Craft glorifed by German Artists

"Crimes in May, blunders in September "—Mr. Balfour's apt and reassuring summing up of the pirate policy may well give the
Huns furiously to think. This would-be heroic drawing from a German paper represents the submarine attack on Whitehaven
on August 16th. The non-return of so many U boats is having a depressing effect on German public opinion.

The German public must indeed be a simple quantity if it ready believes what it is told by apparently respectable and simensive
illustrated papers. The drawing reproduced above actually purports to show the " cowardly " ramming by a British trawler of a
"harmless" German submarine. The picture requires no comment other than that it is an impertinent as well_as obvious lie.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"

T

HOSE of us who have for years been
advocating the provision of a really
big flying corps have some reason
to feel gratified at the growth of the
R.F.C. as indicated in recent " Gazettes."
Naturally one must not even hazard
guesses at present numbers, but when
one recalls that it is only a little over
three years since the corps was commanded
in its entirety by a major, the appointments made lately indicate its rapidly
growing importance.
° It is now some months since Colonel
David Henderson, D.S.O., a temporary
brigadier-general, was promoted, to be a
substantive major-general, for good service
in the early part of the war. This alone
indicated that- the R.F.C. was even then
considered to be of as much importance
as a division of infantry—which means
roughly twelVe thousand men. Last
week, however, two senior officers of the
R.F.C., Brevet-Colonel Trenchard and
Brevet-Lieut.-Colonel Higgins, were promoted to be temporary brigadier-generals,
and the same paragraph of the " Gazette "
notified the appointment of Colonel Soady,
of the Indian Army, to be a brigadier
also—and the assumption is that he has
been imported into the R.F.C. to command one of its brigades.

pilots and aeroplanes in reserve. A
squadron is divided into three flights,
each of four pilots and aeroplanes, with
four in reserve. A flight-commander is
either a captain or a temporary captain,
and is an active flying officer. A squadroncommander is a major or temporary
major, and is not supposed to do any
flying—much to the regret of the greater
number of these officers, who have
generally been selected from the most
experienced and able pilots of the early
days of the corps.
Thus one sees that a flight corresponds
roughly to a company of infantry and a
squadron to a half-battalion or a double
company. The precise size of a wing
has not been publicly laid down, but it
would appear to correspond to a full
battalion.
Now, twenty-four flying officers, or
pilots, in a squadron may not at first

The R.F.C. Composition
During the past year a number of
squadron-commanders have been promoted to be wing-commanders, with the
temporary rank of lieut -colonel, so that,
apparently, each wing corresponds to a
battalion of infantry, and thus one sees
how the formerly insignificant little body
commanded by a major is gradually
becoming a real fighting force.
It may be of interest, therefore, to
explain the composition of the Flying
Corps as laid down in various official
papers published long betore the war,
and discussed in public journals at the
time.
Each squadron consists of twelve pilots
and twelve aeroplanes, with twelve more

w..o was siioi cieda by t he Gcrmand wnlist flying at a height of 6,600 icet.
The famous aviator acted as aerial guard to General Joffre, and was a constant source
of terror to the enemy, who were baffled by his loops " and " angle gliding."
Inset o Grave of a German airman, with a propeller as a memorial emblem.

sight seem to account for anything like
a half-battalion, but when one comes
to look at the number of men needed
to handle aeroplanes, and the number
of other officers employed, one soon finds
the numbers mounting up. Of course,
a certain number of the aeroplanes only
carry the pilot alone, but the majority
are two-seaters, which carry an observer,
who is almost invariably an officer who
is not a pilot and is attached to the R.F.C.
to observe the movements of the enemy,
or the effect of our own artillery fire.
Thus a squadron may easily have a
dozen, or two dozen, officers attached
as observers.
The Repairs Section
Each aeroplane has a certain number
of men' allottecIL---known as "-air mechanics "—whose duty it is to keep the
machine in order, to fill its tanks with
fuel and oil, to tune up the engine, and
generally to make it fly, as well as it can.
The air mechanics also repair minor
breakages, and replace broken parts, the
replacements being obtained from a
stock of such parts which are a regular
part of the equipment of each flight
It would be cutting things rather fine
to allot six air mechanics to each aeroplane, so that a flight would need Toughly
fifty men and a squadron at least a
hundred and fifty. These men naturally
require a certain number of non-commissioned officers, who not only have
to maintain discipline, but act as foremen
in charge of the various repair jobs done
on the machines, so that the numbers are
swelled still further by flight-corporals,
flight - Sergeants, squadron - sergeantmajors, and so forth.
Extensive Transport
Naturally, such a mobile force as the
R.F.C. has to have the most rapid of
transport, consequently each flight has
its own equipment of motor-vehicles,
which are very varied in kind. There is,
for example, a big travelling motor-workshop, containing various lathes, drilling
machines, power-saws, and so on, each
tool driven by the motor which drives
the vehicle when it is moving. Then there
are heavy lorries capable of transporting
a whole aeroplane if necessary, or a big
load of baggage when the flight, or
squadron, is moving from one ground to
another. In addition, there are light
motor-lorries for the rapid conveyance
of spate parts and breakdown gangs_ for
aeroplanes which happen to have come
down some distance away. All these
vehicles need men of their own as drivers
and mechanics, and there is generally a
squadron transport officer, who is not a
flier, in charge of the lot. And so the
total personnel of a, squadron may_ easily
run to over two hundred officers and men.
This means the four squadrons would
exceed in number the personnel of a
cavalry regiment, and would come very
near being as big as an infantry battalion,
1t follOws then that as soon as a number
of wings are formed it is necessary to have
brigadier-generals -to command groups
of wings, just as brigadiers of artillery
command grouped batteries, and the
appointments officially notified show that
the number of wings already formed, or
in prOceSs of formation, is now sufficiently
great to find employment for officers of
such rank.
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Captive Balloon for 64 Spotting" Elusive Artillery

Observers of a Parseval—Siegsfeld type of captive balloon seeing that all is in order before giving the word to " let go." This effective
gasbag is universal, and as an artillery "spotting " post has been doing valuable work for all belligerents on the western front.

four exclusive photographs on this
THEpage
illustrate a factor of the great

•UXXV~.40.~.4;i:

vrar in the air which has proved of exceptional •value to strategists. The science
of aviation as applied to military operations
is by no means confined to powerful mobile
machines racing through the air at eighty
miles an hour, or gigantic Zeppelin dirigibles
seeking innocent blood under cover of night.
There is a phase of aerial activity which,
perhaps, by reason of its remoteness, has
not received an undue publicity.
Such is the captive balloon known as the
Parseval-Siegsfeld. Originally of enemy
invention, it has been adapted, and is now
used by the Germans and Allies alike for the
purpose of " spotting " hostile artillery and
telephoning the range to a iriendly battery.
It is so constructed as to remain in the
air with a minimum of motion. The
appendix seen in the second photograph is
open at one end, and admits the air in a
steady current, thereby keeping the vessel
well balanced.

Snapshot of the captive balloon ascending, showing the tail—like appendix which, by
admitting gusts of wind, keeps the craft evenly balanced.

Telephone commotion with the observers of the captive, balloon and the French inflating apparatus, a contrivance which necessitates
artillery working in conjunction, Exclusive photographs,
caterpillar wheels to ensure transport.
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Victoria Cross
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Captain C. C. Foss, DX0., was awarded his V.C. for most
Captain It. R. Willis, 1st Lancashire Fusiliers, was awarded
`Tif,
' „,,.,,.
conspicuous bravery at Neuve Chapelle. After the enemy had
the V.C. for his bravery during the landing on Gallipoli
captured
a part of one of our trenches, and our counter-attack
to 'the west of Cape Relies.
4)i41,,14(.1
had failed. Captain Foss dashed forward with only eight men,
Sec.-Lieut. Sidney Clayton Woodroffe, Sth The Rifle Brigade
t..
under
heavy
fire, attacked the enemy with bombs, and cap(Prince Consort's Own) gained the V.C. at Hooge. After
tured the position and fifty-two Germans.
gallantly defending his position when the enemy broke through
Captain
L.
G. Hawker, D.S.O., who gained the V.C. for
the lines with burning liquid, he skilfully withdrew his remaining
attacking three enemy aeroplanes and bringing two of them
men, and then led his party in a counter-attack under intense
down,
has
upheld
the fighting tradition of his warrior family,
fire, and was killed in the act of cutting wire in the open.
for he is descended from three famous soldiers and three sailors.
Captain J. A. Liddell, 3rd Princess Louise's (Argyll and SutherHis brother, Lieut. Tyrrell Hawker, has been mentioned in
land Highlanders) and Royal Flying Corps, won his V.C. for his
despatches.
exceptional bravery while on a flying reconnaissance. After
See.-Lieut. G. R. Dallas Moor is one of the youngest V.C. heroes, being
having his right thigh broken, and momentarily losing consciousness. he
only eighteen years of age. -He gained the coveted decoration for recapturing
recovered control of his damaged machine when it had dropped about 3,000
a Jost trench during operations at the Dardanelles. He only entered the
feet, and succeeded, under heavy fire, in completing his course and returning
Army in October, 1914.
to the British lines. Capt. Liddell died from his wounds on August 31st.

Capt. RICHARD RAYMOND
WILLIS, 1st Lancashire Fusiliers, one of the three heroes
of the Regiment awarded the
V.C. by vote.

The late Sec.-Lieut. SIDNEY
CLAYTON WOODROFFE,
8th The Rifle Brigade, who
won the V.C. for his conspicuous bravery at Hooge.

Capt. JOHN A. LIDDELL, 3rd
P incess Louise's (Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders), gained
h's V.C. for heroism while on a
flying reconnaissance.

Capt. CHARLES C. FOSS Capt. LANOE GEO. HAWKER
D.S.O., 2nd Bedfordshire Regi. D.S.O., Royal Engineers and
ment, who gained the V.C. for Royal Flying Corps, gained his
his conspicuous bravery in a V.C. for attacking and routing
three enemy airmen.
charge at Neuve Chapelle.

Pte. EDWARD WARNER,
1st Bedfordshire Regt., who
lost his life while winning
the Victoria Cross.

Corporal ISSY SMITH, Manchester Regiment, the first
Jewish soldier below commissioned rank to win the
V.C. in this war. Theldayor of Stepney is seen presenting
the hero with a gold watch.

Sergi. SOMERS, 1st Inniskilling
Fusiliers, to whom the Victoria
Cross has been awarded for his
bravery in action.

Sec.-Lieut. G. R. DALLAS
MOOR, 3rd Hampshire Regt.
who gained the V.C. for his
gallantry in the Dardanelles

Lieut. J. G. SMYTH, 15th Sikhs,
awarded the V.C. for his marvellous exploit in miming bombs
under fire to advanced position.

Corpl. WILLIAM COSGROVE,
Munster Fusiliers, who won
the V.C. for his bravery in
action against the Turks.

Corporal ANGUS, Highland Light Infantry, who won
the V.C. for saving a wounded officer who was lying
within a few yards of the German trenches. Corporal
Angus received forty wounds.

Sergi. ALFRED RICHARDS, Sec.-Lt. G. A. B. ROCHFORT,
1st Lancashire Fusiliers, gained lst Scots Guards, who has
the V.C. during the landing been awarded the V.C. for his
exceptional bravery in action,
in Gallipoli.
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

ALLIED OFFICERS NEGOTIATING THE
SURRENDER OF GARUA CAMEROON.
The moment before the German capitulation in Equatorial Africa the enemy hoisted white flags on their forts,
and the Allies, although suspecting a Teutonic "ruse ce
guerre," ceased fire. The Officer Commanding, the French
Commander, and a Staff officer galloped to our forward
trenches, about one thousand yards from the enemy. They
then dismounted, and walked another few hundred yards,
headed by a native soldier, carrying a white shirt on a stick
to do duty for a flag of truce. Arriving fairly c'ose to thn
A German officer then
German position they halted.
approached under a white flag and surrendered.

Edited by
J. A. liammertol
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THE PASSING OF ISLAND BRITAIN
How Armageddon has forced Albion into the Continental
System and dispelled a Thousand Years' Tradition
By SIDNEY LOW, M.A., Author of "The Governance of England"
After twelve months of unprecedented racial strife, Johan Bull is slowly but surely realising a stupendous
phenomenon. No longer is his island home proof against the foe, for, since war in the air is a practical
/actor of Modern conflict, Father Neptune is impotent to hold Britannia inviolate. Splendid Isolation,
an unbroken tradition of nearly a thousand years, is a myth, and in a political, military, and every sense,
save merely geographical, Albion is now foined to the mainland of warring Europe. To explain this
epoch-making change to our readers, the Editor is pleased to be able to publish the following article by
the eminent publicist and authority on Imperial and Colonial history, whose
11r. Sidney Low,
study on " The Governanee of England and other works are familiar to all students of history.
HE other night, sitting in my room not far from the
centre of what is officially described as the London
District," I was aroused by the reverberating crash
of a loud explosion near at hand, and issuing forth, I made
out the messengers of death skimming high above the rooftops. I saw the sparkle of the dropping bombs ; I heard the
strident roar of the defending guns. A strange experience
truly for a citizen of our London, once so peacefully and
prosaically busy so remote as it seemed from danger and
from harm. Stranger still to
r".....\\ wander in the " disturbed
area " the next day, and to note
that here had a Londoner's
house been wrecked by hostile
missiles, and here perhaps a
Londoner's children had been
massacred in their beds.
Strange, and strangely significant of that most potent
change which the war has
brought home to us, though it
may be that even now we do
not all grasp its full import and
larger meaning. Those thunderclaps in the summer night,
rending the moonlit air of the
" Eastern Counties," are ringing
(Elliott ,C7 1).0
the death-knell of an old order
Mr. Sidney Low, M.A.
and an age-long legend.
They tell us that our Britain, the land that never
foeman wronged nor stranger dared to waste," is no longer
insular in the former splendidly comprehensive sense. An
island it is physically and geographically; a " little gem
set in the silver sea," we may, if we please, still continue
to call it. But the sea no longer sunders us from the mainland ; it no longer throws about us for our protection a
moat, unfordable and unbridged ; no longer does it permit
us to live our own lives, if we choose, careless of the nations
beyond the encircling flood.
From the political and the military point of view, Britain
is annexed to the Continent of Europe, and never again
can she be an island Power in the same manner as in the
past.
Corsairs Shatter Insularity
We comfort ourselves under the assaults which have been
made by the new agencies of war in sea and air with the
reflection that - after all they have done us no substantial
injury. We are told that the bombardments, the airraids, and the invisible corsairs have neither perceptibly
Weakened us nor conferred any real benefit upon the enemy.
Some hundreds of men, women, and children killed or
maimed in our towns, some tramp steamers and liners sunk,
some houses shattered and fired—these incidents, regrettable
enough in themselves, can have no influence on the result
of the war. This may be true enough; but none the less
is it true that they mark the opening of a new era, a change
in our attitude towards the external world, a point of
departure in our international relations. Fortunately for
us is it that the war has come while the new machines are

T

still in their infancy, while the real mastery of the sea has
not ceased to rest with the siiperiOr ocean, going feet.
But we cannot set bounds to the limits of progress in
aerial and subaqueous invention. Ten years or twenty
years hence we may have to deal with Zeppelin squadrons
that can transport army corps, with submarine Dreadnoughts that can not merely tie up the battleship in their
harbours, but seek them out and sink them there. Even
as it is the margin of safety, conferred on us by our geographical situation, has narrowed painfully. The sea can
be crossed by projectiles as well as by ships. If the Germans
had reached Calais they could have thrown their shells
upon Kent from their batteries on shore. For artillery
purposes our frontiers may be said already to be conterminous with those of the Continent of Europe.
Old Facts and New Myths
The next war may be fought with guns of 4o in. calibre,
and aerial torpedoes that will fly a hundred miles. The
Navy has saved us this time, but we must not refuse to
admit the unwelcome truth that the new weapons and
new instruments of warfare have impaired its value as our
shield and bulwark, and that maritime supremacy can,
never again give us the old sense of unchallenged security.
We are insular enough to hold to sea-power, but no longer
so insular as to rest on that alone.
Even the present war has made this point plain enough
for all to see. When we entered upon it we were still under
the bondage of the traditions brought down from the i8th
and the igth centuries. We took it for granted our main and
serious effort would be made upon the sea. By land our
Allies would bear the brunt of the fighting, and from: us
no more than a relatively small body of well-appointed
auxiliaries would be required. Our very nomenclature
testifies to this idea. The army we sent abroad was (and
still is) the British Expeditionary Force," a good enough
title for four or six divisions, though singularly inappropriate when applied to a host running into millions. But
in August, 1914, we were still only thinking in rents of
sea-power. The armed multitudes, the embattled peoplO,
were for the Continental nations, with their clese-lin4d
frontiers ; for us islanders an " expeditionary force'
would-be sufficient.
Very speedily we find that it is not ; that we cannot
defend 'ourselves or protect our Allies and clients by means
of the Navy alone; that we are, in fact, converting ourselves into a military Power of the very first magnitude.
Our Army reformers and Army administrators, until eighteen
Months ago, were content if we could be reasonably sure
of throwing into a European war a contingent of t6o;oo0
at the outside. We are understood to have some three
million men in arms now, and it is a question whether we
shall get through without four millions or more And it
is also a question, and a grave one, whether the British
ExPeditionary Force," instead of being Merely subsidiary
to that.of France, will not eventually have to take over the
larger part of the western front from our sorely tried ally.
- There, on the Yser, the Vosges, and the Meuse, the fight
is waged for our life. In the last great war, even though
[Continued on page 124
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Rehearsing a Gallipoli Landing at Lemnos

Scene of military activity off Lemnos, one of the /Egean Islands ceded by Turkey to Greece after the Balkan Wars. Soldiers and
marines are prEctising landing preparatory to disembarking on the Gallipoli shore. (Exclusive photographs.)

Alexandria is the half—way house to the Dardanelles, and the quay of this Egyptian resort is ever agog with military movements. Troops,
stores, and munitions are always coming and going, arriving from the four corners of the Empire, thence setting out for the cynosure of
civilisation's Levantine war, the Dardanelles. This photograpfl show, the kits of a regiment piled up on the quay awaiting the transport.

The War Illustrate], 25th Scpcmlier, 1915.
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From billets to the first—line trenches is generally no far cry, but it is invariably a
journey fraught with many perils from stray shot and shell. Yet these sturdy Scotsmen
are covering the ground with a light step and lighter heart. What emotions, inspired
by ever pregnant danger, are stifled by the spirit of duty and patriotism. Inset:
Two cheery soldiers in the first line snapped in the middle of effecting their morning
toilet in the trenches. (Exclusive photographs.)

THE PASSING
OF ISLAND
BRITAIN
(Contind fro,.
. 5050 as. )
Wellington had been
defeated in the
Peninsula or in
Belgium itself, the
storm-beaten ships
of Britain would
have kept our
homes inviolate
from attack. Now
we all know that
this is not the case,
We- have German
bombs in London.
If the western line
_gave way, we might
see the - German
soldiers here too.
Some of us find it hard to understand why these things
were not clear to our politicians and the public at large
even before the overwhelming demonstration of the past
thirteen months. For even if the full effect of the new
instruments of warfare was not foreseen, it was obvious
that the political conditions were changing, as well as the
material. The passing of Island Britain was- . certain.
Even if military invention had remained stationary for
ten years, and if there had been no airships, or sea-keeping
submarines, or high explosives. For with these or without
them we must have been drawn into the vortex of Continental politics, and compelled to assume the corresponding
obligations. When we found it necessary to abandon the late Lord
Salisbury's system of isolation, the die was cast. We
could no longer conduct either diplomacy or war an the
principle of limited liability. When we made an entente
with France and an alliance with Russia, we had ceased to

be insular. We had adopted a Continental policy, and that
involved, sooner or later, a Continental army. We ought
to have been providing that from -igo5 onwards, and we need
not delude ourselves with the belief that we shall be, able
to dispense with it for many years to come.
The new European constitution which will be created
by the present war will rest on the sanction of the organised
forces of the Allies, and we shall have to supply our full
quota. There will be no going back to the old insular
reliance on a full purse, a great Fleet, and an Army less
than - that of Bulgaria.
- There is one consolation. The passing of Island Britain
is balanced by the growing of Empire Britain. Our foreign
politics have had to become Continental ; but happily
they must also become Imperial. It is not the British
nation but the British Empire that is engaged in the struggle
with the three autocracies. Militarism will have been
struck down by the swords of Canadians, Australasians,
South Africans, Indians, as well as by those of Englishmen,
Scots, and Irish ; and it is the Britons overseas, the men
of Anzac and Ypres, who will help us to ward off the retan
stroke 61 reactionist despotism, and maintain the reg4e
of liberty and law. The war will leave us—it will le0ie
all Europe—proportiOnately weaker ; the future will belOk,
more than seemed likely or possible in the immediate
past, to the extra-European world, to the world of the
Atlantic, the Pacific, the Southern Seas.
And of that world fortunately we form part, and as the
oversea dominions grow in population and development,
it will be a part of continually increasing magnitude,
influence, and power. We might well shrink from the
perplexities and the perils that must continue to confront
us in Europe for generations to come, but for the fact that
we shall face them,
if only our statesmanship is wise and farseeing, not as Britons
of the Island State,
but as Britons of the
World-Realm.
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Moments of Ease & Tension at the Dardanelles

Happy British soldiers seated on a disabled Turkish gun in the

fallen fort on Gallipoli. Inset: Corner of the Australian position in
Gallipoli. Colonials are busy clearing up their trench " parlour."

Striking photograph of a Turkish shell bursting over a British destroyer dashing through the Straits. The projectile, which was
fired from a gun several miles inland, fell between the destroyer and a transport, causing no damage whatever.

The

War

illustrated, 25U, Scptcinbcr,

1515.

More Scenes from Botha Land,' our New Colony

Artillery of the Union Forces being draggod over the desert near the
village of Keetmanshoop, Namaqualand, which was once German SouthWest Africa, but is now unofficially known as Botha Land.

Left : Natives of South-West Africa at General Botha's camp. Above :
Cooks of the Southern Rifles outside the kitchen at their headquarters.

German "frightfulness " in the desert. The well and pumping apparatus at Narib, South-West Africa, that were poisoned by the
Germans. Owing to this General Botha's troops were without water for two days, during which time men and animals were
forced to trek through fifty miles of heavy sand to the next spring.
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Unfurling the Union Jack in the Cameroons

(landsmen of the Nigerian Regiment, resplendent in their parade uniforms. The Nigerian Regiment has been fighting valiantly against
the Germans in the Cameroons since August 25th, 1914, when the campaign opened by a British force crossing the Anglo-German
frontier from Yala, in Nigeria, repuloing the Germans with serious losses, and subsequently occupying Tebe.

Left : Private of the Nigerian Regiment, with a young camel-driver, at a British
encampment in the Cameroons. Above: Machine-gun in action against the Germans.

British officer superintending the packing of officers' baggage. Although the capture of Garua, the principal German stronghold, on
June 10th, _marked a great triumph in the determined struggle against the Teuton menace in East Africa, the Franco-British
operations in the Cameroon Protectorate have still to be strenuously conducted to a definite finish-

he War Illustratcd, 25t11 S(1.),,,inbcr, 1915.
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Demoniacal -Flames of ar: Fire-Jets in Use

French soldiers experimenting with a German flame—projector.
The cylinders contain the inflammable liquid oil and nitrogen.
The men beyond are ejecting the flame from the nozzle of the
spraying tube. The jet has a range of about thirty yards.

Operating with a captured German " Flammenwerfer," and watening the results of the flaming "chemical attack." Inset:
Closer view of the dense clouds of black smoke that accompany the operating of a flame—projector. It will be recalled that British
troops suffered from the effects of this inhuman apparatus at Hooge on July 30th.
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Even Poison-Gas has its Humorous Side

Amusing scene in a part of the first French line where a band insists on playing the " Marseillaise " for the benefit of the Huns a few
yards away, although the soldier musicians are unable to remove their respirators for fear of a gas attack.

Not an Egyptian mummy, but merely a stalwart Scot To what the Huns have reduced civilisation in 1915. French soldiers
wearing a more than usually complete respirator.
equipped with masks facing the enemy in spite of a coming gas-cloud.

The War lilastiated, 25th Seri— mbcr, 1915.
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French Fortitude and Heroism in the First Line

In this dug—out in the Artois district, near Carency, a large French gun was placed. Although, when they ultimately discovered its
position, the Germans hurled over a hundred shells into it, the only damage was to the little pet dog, which had a paw slightly injured !

`The ceremony of conferring the "Croix de Guerre" taking place in a French trench. A French colonel, specially deputed to decorate
recinients of this medal in the trenches where the decoration was won, is pinning the cross on a soldier's tunic.
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Round about Arras and the Historic Marne

Battery of trench mortars installed in the Sabot Wood, near the
Marne. They have the appearance of a row of primitive cannons
of the Middle Ages, of which in fact they are really modern
effective adaptations.

Much shell—shattered billet of French Moroccan troops near
Souvain, on the Marne.

France has been loyally supported by her colonial soldiers, and
there is talk in Government circles of enlisting 700,000 more
coloured troops under the flag of liberty and fraternity. Some
striking African soldiers, with their Arab steeds, are grouped in

this picturesque photograph. Inset: A few minutes before this
snapshot was taken the trench was a German position. After
a heavy " 75 " bombardment, of which ample evidence is seen,
helmeted infantry stormed the trench and put the enemy to flight.

The TVar Illustrated, 25th September, 1915.
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British Sailor Sinks U Boat Single-handed

One of the finest exploits of the war in the air was the sinking
of a German submarine, on August 26th, by Squadron—Com—
mander Arthur Wellesley Bigsworth, R.N., who has been awarded
the D.S.O. for his feat. The gallant airman, while under heavy

fire from shore batteries as well as from the submarine, coolly
descended to within 500 feet of the U boat, and manceuvred for
position. After several attempts he was able to get a good line for
dropping his bombs on to the submarine, which quickly sank.
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Neolithic Strife on the High Road to Austria

Italy's struggle for the main road to Austria amid the rocky
Dolomites, that are already whitening beneath winter's touch, is
being waged, in some respects, in quite a primitive manner. The
sturdy, lion-hearted Alpini, fighting on rocky crests the. would
seem to defy the foothold of the chamois, and where man's modern

death-dealing engines cannot possibly be taken, make use of the
projectiles of primaeval ages—loosened boulders. These rocks
they lever to the edges of the cliffs, and then send them hurtling
down on to the enemy, crushing the lives out of the defenders of
the Dual Monarchy advancing up the mountain side.

The War Illustrated, 25th September, 1915.
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Russia's 1812 Tactics Baffle 20th Century Hun

Russia, resolute and confident in ultimate victory for her arms, has shrunk from no sacrifice in order that nothing of value should fall
into enemy hands. Every town and hamlet in the line of retreat has been laid waste. This photograph shows German soldiers salving
a few sacks of grain from the otherwise vacuous and burning fortress citadel of Brest Litovsk.

Though the granary was a raging inferno, every effort was made by the German Army Service Corps to rescue the sacks of corn.
Important as has been the enemy successes on the eastern front, from a military point of view, as far as plunder is concerned the advance
has proved a fiasco, thanks to the Grand Duke's memorable 1812 tactics, the same strategy that baffled Napoleon.

German Handiwork Destructive & Constructivl

That the Russian towns and villages have invariably been shorn by our Allies of everything of military value has proved a bitter pill
for the enemy, and out of revenge for these elemental strategic tactics, the Huns have fired many villages in the line of advance.
This photograph shows a once flourishing village on the Eastern front now in its death throes.

Some wonderful engineering work has come out of the welter of destruction consequent upon war, and many feats regarded as
impossible before August, 1914, have been accomplished. The above photograph is an instance of overcoming the difficulties of
broken bridges on the Vistula. A heavy German locomotive is actually seen crossing the Vistula on t pontoon bridge.

By M Lloyd George

Al2 HistoricWart2

A

FTER twelve months of war my
conviction is stronger than ever
that this country could not have
kept out of it without imperilling its
security and impairing its honour.
We could not have looked on cynically
with folded arms while the country we
had given our word to protect was being
ravaged and trodden by one of our own
co-trustees.
If British women and children were
being brutally destroyed on the high
seas by German submarines this nation
would 'have insisted on calling the
infanticide Empire to a stern reckoning.
Everything that has happened since the
declaration of war has demonstrated
clearly that a military system so regardless of good faith, of honourable
obligations, and of the elementary
impulses of humanity constituted a
menace to civilisation of the most sinister
character ; and despite the terrible cost
of suppressing it the well-being of
humanity demands that such a system
should be challenged and destroyed.
Al_ied Preponderance

-r

awaits remissness ? How many people
in this country fully apprehend the full
significance of the Russian retreat? For
over twelve months Russia has, in spite
of deficiencies in equipment, absorbed
the energies of half the German and
four-fifths of the Austrian forces.
It

it realised that Russia has for the time
being -made her contribution—and what

•

•

the resources of Great Britain, France,
Russia—yea, or the whole industrial
world—at the disposal of the Allies, it is
obvious that the Central Powers have
still an overwhelming superiority in all
the material and equipment of war.
The result of this deplorable fact
is exactly what might have been foreseen. The iron heel of Germany has
sunk deeper than ever into French and
Belgian soil. Poland is entirely German ;
Lithuania is rapidly following. Russian
fortresses, deemed impregnable, are
falling like sand castles before the
resistless tide of Teutonic invasion.
When will that tide recede ? When
will it be stemmed ? As soon as the
Allies are supplied with abundance of
war material.

HE fact that events have also
shown that the might of this
military clique has exceeded the
gloomiest prognoStications provides an
additional argument for its destruction.
The greater the might, the darker the
menace.
Strength
Nor have the untoward incidents Every Ounce
of the war weakened my faith in ultimate
'That is why I am recalling these
victory—always provided that the allied unpleasant facts, because I wish to stir
nations put forth the whole of their my countrymen to put forth their
strength ere it is too late. Anything less strength to amend the situation. To
must lead to defeat.
dwell on such events is the most disagreeThe allied countries have -an over- able task that can fall to the lot of a
whelming preponderance in the raw public man. For all that, the public
material that goes to the making and man who either shirks these facts himequipment of armies, whether in men, self or does not do his best to force
money, or accessible metals and others to face them until they are remachinery. But this material has to be dressed is guilty of high treason to the
mobilised and utilised. It would be idle State which he has sworn to serve.
to pretend that the first twelve months
of the war has seen this task accomHERE has been a great awakening
plished satisfactorily.
in all the allied countries, and
prcdigious efforts are being put forth to
Lack cf Foresight
equip the armies in the field. I know
Had the Allies realised in time the full what we are doing : our exertions are
strength of their redoubtable and re- undoubtedly immense. But can we
sourceful foes; nay, what is more, had do more either in men or material ?

a
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they realised their own strength and
resources and taken prompt action to
organise them, to-day we should have
witnessed the triumphant spectacle of
their guns pouring out a stream of shot and
shell which would have deluged the
German trenches with fire and scorched
the German legions back across their own
frontiers.
is the actual position ? It
W HAT
is thoroughly well known to the
Germans, and anyone in any land,
belligerent or neutral, who reads intelligently the military news must by
now have a comprehension of it. With

Nothing but our best and utmost can
pull us through. Are we now 'straining
every nerve to make up for lost time ?
Are we getting all the men we shall want
to put into the fighting-line next year to
enable us even to hold our own ?

Does every man who can help,
whether by fighting or by providing
material, understand clearly that ruin
Mr. Lloyd George has issued a remarkable
preface to "Through Terror to Triumph," a
reprint of his speeches and pronouncements
since the war began, published at Is. by Messrs.
Hodder Se Stoughton. The preface, written
within the past few weeks, is reprinted on
this page, and constitutes a valuable document, in view of its historical importance.

an heroic contribution it is !--to the
struggle for European freedom, and
that we cannot for many months to
come expect the same active help
from the Russian armies that we have
hitherto received ?
To Relieve Russia
130 is to take the Russian place
in the fight while those armies are
re-equipping ? Who is to bear the
weight which has hitherto _fallen on
Russian shoulders ?
France cannot
be expected to sustain much heavier
burdens than those which she now
bears with a quiet courage that has
astonished and moved the world. Italy
is putting her strength into the fight.
What could she do more ?
There is only Britain left. Is Britain

prepared to fill up the gap that will be
created when Russia has retired to rearm ? Is she fully prepared to cope
with all the possibitities of the next
few months—in the west, without forgetting the east ? Upon the answer
which Government, employers, workmen, financiers, young men who can
bear arms, women who can work in
factories in fact, the whole people of
this great land—give to this question
will depend the liberties of Europe for
many a generation.
The Fateful Period

A

SHREWD and sagacious observer
told me the other day that in his
judgment the course pursued by this

country during the next three months
would decide the fate of this war. If
we are- not allowed to equip our factories
and workshops with adequate labour
to supply our armies because we must
not transgress regulations applicable to
normal conditions ; if practices are
maintained which restrict the output
of essential war material ; if the nation:

hesitates, when the need is clear, to take
the necessary steps to call forth its manhood to defend honour and existence ;
if vital decisions are postponed until too
late ; if we neglect to make ready for all
probable eventualities ; if, in fact, we
give ground for the accusation that we
are slouching into disaster as if we were
walking along the ordinary paths of
peace without an enemy in sight—then
I can see no hope.

But if we sacrifice all we own and all
we like for our native land ; if our
preparations are characterised by grip,
resolution, and a prompt readiness in
every sphere ; then victory is assured.

For

st Fight and % omen must Work

The daughter of a butcher at Barnstaple, who, in order to release a man for the Army, is working hard in her father's shop, Right:
Probably the only woman in the world who is an aeroplane maker. Mrs. Maurice Hewlett, wife of the novelist, who has a large
aeroplane factory that is making aircraft for military use. Mrs. Hewlett is seen fitting canvas to the side of a machine.

WOMANHOOD has undoubtedly experienced
the greatest possible metamorphosis as a
result of the war ; the feminine outlook is wholly
changed, the horizon widened beyond the dreams
of those who, " once upon a time," agitated for an
extension of woman's sphere, and for a status
that should be practically untrammelled. Today women are engaged in many activities that
yesterday would have been considered unwomanly.
The women of to-day have been called upon to
suffer as of yore, but, unlike the women of other
days, they have, in addition to suffering uncomplainingly, turned their thoughts and energies to
the Empire's aid. That men may fight, our
women are working. They are working, too, in
spheres which are entirely original. Who, before
the world eruption, would have thought of feminine
railway-workers, for instance, or of tram-women,
lift-women, or feminine commissionaires ?

Women potters. Owing to the number of men who have enlisted in Corn—
wall, much of the work in the pottery industry is being done by women.

Women as gas—workers. A mother and daughter in a village near Bristol have undertaken the very arduous work of making gas.
They are seen drawing the furnace fires. Right : Ammunition boxes being made by women carpenters.

A BY
By F. A. McKenzie, War Correspondent
HE autumn war in the west is
showing a marked difference over
the spring and summer fighting.
Then each side after a heavy bombardment, lasting twenty-four or even fortyeight hours, hurled its infantry forward
and stormed the enemy's trenches at the
point of the bayonet. Now the campaign
is being transformed into one long artillery
duel lasting not days but weeks.
Day and night, seven days a week, the
guns are fighting one another on the
French lines. Hundreds of thousands of
shells are being used. Behind the guns,
resting in their sheltered trenches, or even
in front of the guns, waiting at the nearest
points to their goal, lie the infantry, and
the cavalrymen turned for the time into
infantrymen, ready to dash forward when
the moment comes. In the end, the
advance with the bayonet must settle
who shall win, but each side seems resolved
to wipe out first every possible defence of
the enemy.

Much of the current comment on the
Russian situation is far too optimistic,
and does not sufficiently recognise the
grave dangers immediately ahead. I am,
as my readers know, a firm believer in the
recuperative powers of Russia, and I
am convinced of the great dangers that
attend any German advance far into the
Tsar's Empire.
The Russians have
recovered wonderfully, and we hope
they will do much better still. But it is
mere foolishness to regard the victories in
Galicia, splendid as they are, as the vital
moves in the eastern campaign. The
real German blow' is now being directed
northwards, towards Petrograd. Every
possible effort will be made to reach a
secure natural position, in the direction of
the RuSsian capital before the winter
weather comes. It remains to be seen if
it can be done. The Germans here are
playing for high stakes, and are facing
grave risks„ But for the present they
are certainly going forward towards their
goal.

A Vital Object Lesson

The Italian Front

This is war, modern style, in which the
soldier often enough sees not a single man
of the enemy, and sees nothing of their
positions save a long, monotonous, shelltorn countryside ever spitting fire and
death at him. Would to God that some of
the engineers at Woolwich and on the
North-East Coast, who have been boycotting their mates who turn out too many
shells in the day, could be taken somewhere
along the front and shown how shells, the
over-abundance of shells, are to-day deciding the issue !
The side that prevails in this artillery
duel wins the autumn campaign. No
army, however courageous, can stand fast
for long if the enemy has abundant
artillery and it has none. The Russians
demonstrated that. I know' few more
tragic tales in the history of war than
those telling of how some of our own
regiments stood in their trenches this
spring, sacrificing themselves because we
had not enough guns behind them. This
was why the Princess Patricia's lost
seventy-five per cent. of their men in a
German artillery
single engagement.
opened a terrific fire, destroying telephones to headquarters, levelling embankments, filling trenches, killing men wholesale. Time after time the German guns
ceased, and the German infantry advanced,
only to be driven back pell-mell by our
brave soldiers. Then the guns would open
again, mechanically pounding our men to
death. And the only reply we could, give
was for our men to stand and die.

The Russian armies have escaped the
danger of being driven back on the Pripet
marshes. The Galician victories have
ronewed courage and determination
throughout the ranks. The presence oftie Tsar at the front has done great

T

The British in Serbia
All this can be gladly admitted. Unfortunately, however, events have proved
that in the Alps and the Dolomites the
Austrians have a natural defence of the
most powerful and effective kind. Italy
has not yet succeeded in forcing her way
through, and it is as certain as anything
can be that she will not get throUgh
before the snows make the passes impossible for armies, I have not yet
found evidences that the Italian artillery
can surpass the splendid Austrian guns.
Italy has a very difficult task in the Alps.
She has tackled it manfully and ably.
Later on, when the way has been cleared,
her strong armies will pour into Southern
Germany and have their real oppor:
tunity. Work like the present Alpine
fighting tests the moral and stamina of
troops to the utmost. The Italians are
standing the strain splendidly.
The situation in Serbia promises to
become interesting. It is no. longer a
secret that there are British forces there,
for the name of the admiral in charge of
our. Serbian Naval Contingent has been
officially published. Of the nature and
number Of our forces in this field nothing
is known. That Serbia to-day presents
one of the fresh possibilities of the war
must be obvious to all. The Danube
may once more play the part of the
governing river in Europe.
If America Joins Us

What of Russia ?
Do the engineers who seek to limit
the output of ammunition want to see
this kind of thing repeated all along
the front this autumn ? I know they do
not, yet this must be the inevitable result
of their policy if successful. The soldier
is doing his part. But his part cannot
bring us to victory unless the workman
at home does his. People who know
nothing of war are inclined to look upon
Mr. Lloyd Georae's warnings about shells
as mere politica). tub-thumping. On the
contrary, they are cold, hard, sober facts.

good. Russia has surprised even her
warmest friends and admirers. All I ask
is that people shall not regard the danger
on the eastern front as yet over, and shout
before our brave ally is out of the wood.
Friends of my own, newly returned
from a visit to the Italian front, assure me
that things are going very well there.
The gains of territory have been considerable, they declare, when the nature
of the country is borne in mind. The
Italians have proved their supremacy as
fighting men over their enemy. The
spirit of the Italian Army is contagiously
high, and the nation is united.

Enormous wooden statue of von Hindenburg
erected in Berlin, in front of the "Goddess
of Victory " column, commemorating 1870.
Germans, on payment of a mark (one shil—
ling), are permitted to drive nails into Hin—
denburg, the money being for war charities.

The German campaign to stir up ill
blood between America and England
seems definitely and finally to have failed.
Even up to two months ago, German
statesmen hoped against hope. To-day
there is, for the first time, a possibility
that America will take her stand by us.
There is no enthusiasm for war in America;
the great mass of the people, particularly
in the west, would regard the declaration
of hostilities as a matter for profound
grief and regret. If there is any way by
which America can avoid war, without
sacrificing her rights or her honour, she
will take it.
Looking at the matter from a military
point of view, it would suit our purpose
better for America to remain neutral for
at least the next six months. She is
giving us- the most valuable aid now by
making munitions on a wholesale scale.
Were war to begin, or to seem almost
certain, all the supplies being made for
us, from shells to aeroplanes, and from
submarines to rifles, would naturally be
taken by the American Government for
itself,

Thc liar Plustrand, 25th .S'rptcntber, 1915.

" Kultur's " Crudity expressed in War Monuments

To commemorate an inspection of German
soldiers by the Kaiser on French soil.

Monument in Linden Park, Berlin, on which
is inscribed, " We will—we must win."

In a German cemetery. Soldieet tomb
designed in the shape of shells.
.

eloquent expression of the crudity of
NO "more
Kultur ' is available than in Germany's monu-

The omnipotent Iron Cross shape. Everywhere at all times is this emblem
available, but more particularly in German soldiers' cemeteries in France.

A

severe and utterly unsympathetic construction erected
somewhere in Germany to the memory of fallen Teutons.

ments -of self-glorification. The National Sieges
Allee, Berlin, and the Niederwald Denkmal which
scowls over the natural beauty of the Rhine, both
commemorating the victory of '7o, are vulgar in
sentiment and atrocious in design.
So long as the idea is carried out in a " Kolossal "
scheme it is always acceptable to the German
temperament. It is merely a question of so many
tons of metal, so much avoirdupois of stone.
German monuments lack beauty and spiritual
significance. They are worldly and cynical and truly
symbolise the ideal of Prussian militarism, the creed of
" might is right." The Huns could never represent
the glory of patriotism with that grace and charm
which characterise Latin constructions, such, for
instance, as the Place de la Concorde, Paris. Nevertheless, the enemy lets Ito opportunity slip to disfigure his country with memorials which should have
any'
the reverse effect than love of Fatherland
German gifted with a sense of beauty, if such exist.
On this page will be found some photographs of
monuments erected in the Fatherland and on
ravaged territory since the war began.

Memorial in Hasenheide Cemetery to the men of the L2 airship,
which was destroyed in October, 1914.
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By Commander Canyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.,
HE naval news is small but good, a
part indeed of the long grinding
process of sea-power. A German
submarine is snappe7T up in the Levant.
A couple of Russian destroyers attacked
in the Black Sea a convoy of the Turkish
cruiser Hamidieh, two destroyers, and
five vessels laden with coal for Constantinople. The Russians succeeded in sinking
the five colliers, altogether a very brilliant
little affair, especially as sufficient damage
was done to a cruiser, armed with two
6 in. guns and eight 4.7 in., as to put her
to flight.
It rather suggests that the
Turkish Navy is either very inefficient or
short of ammunition. The Turks appear
to be trying to get their supplies for
Gallipoli across the Dardanelles from the
Asiatic side, and the French report for
the last week of August indicated that
eight transports were sunk in the Straits
in that period. In the Sea of Marmora
one of our submarines has sunk one of her
very few enemies there in the shape of a
Turkish destroyer.
The Syrian coast,
especially in the case of the Smyrna
neighbourhood, has ,been kept in a state
of alarm.- Taken in conjunction with the
attempt which was made to cut the
Turks' communications in Gallipoli, and
the transference of the Grand Duke to the
Caucasus, there is much to suggest that
the Allies are pressing the fighting in the
east before Germany is ready to intervene
there herself and bring ammunition to the
sorely pressed ,Turks.
While the French have been maintaining
a heavy bombardment right along their

T

line, we. have intervened at intervals on
the coast of Flanders as far as Ostend.
From a naval point of view, the German
occupation of this coast is an inconvenience because of the hospitality it
offers to their aircraft and submarines.
Belgium—the Corsa- rs' Base
If the Germans were pressed back
and the coast was in our occupation, the
German submarines could only obtain
rest and refitment in the waters extending
from Emden along the German coast, and
at Heligoland. Their aircraft would
then have far greater difficulties to
encounter in attacking this country. With
a N.E. wind to help her, a Zeppelin can
come from Heligoland and return to
Belgium, or the reverse trip with a S.W.
wind. But with the coast of Belgium in
our hands, they would have to face the
precise difficulty that occurs in the case of
Paris, the crossing of a fighting .front with
its high-eleVation *guns and aeroplanes to
intercept them both going and returning.
They would therefore have to make
shift with the far - more formidable
task of setting out and returning to the
same spot on German territory at Emden
or Heligoland.
It is useless to discuss
what might have been the case if we had.
built our Navy to a policy of policing and
occupying the North Sea, as we undoubtedly will do for any future wars. We
started with the War Staff plan of taking
no risks for a Navy with an inadequate
margin, supposing we had no allies—which
involved holding the ends of the North Sea.

I have always profoundly disagreed with
this policy ; and the bombardments of
our coast, the submarine campaign, and
the air raids on London and the East
Coast, have only strengthened my conviction. Given, however, the Navy which
we had created for the policy, and given
the timorous attitude of -the Cabinet of
twenty shivering round a table during the
crisis prior to the war, it was wise to stick
to the policy. As Moltke said, a general
may take the third best of several plans
and achieve success if he keeps to it,
whereas he will certainly fail ii he tries
first one plan and then another. Whether
our own plan was first-rate or second-rate,
it has certainly been successful ; but it
must become a subject of inquiry after
the war how much diversion of guns, am-

munition, aircraft and men has there been
to the sedentary defence of this island and
of London as the result of the North Sea
plan ? When we come to consider a
German occupation of Riga, which
threatens as a result of the inland operations of the German armies, we are faced
with a very different problem from their
occupation of Ostend and Zeebrugge.
The latter gives them no sustenance from
the sea ; the former will not only give
them the greatest sustenance, but resources can be built up on the spot for
helping the armies, just as has already
been done with the captured Russian
ports farther south.
The Value of Heligoland
The " New York Times," which has
published many informing articles on the
war, has recently had one on Heligoland's
" Silver Jubilee."
It certainly is a
standing argument against secret diplomacy, and the Admiralty, as in the case
of , the absurd Fanning Island route for
the Pacific cable, do not appear to have
been even consulted. They at least would
have remembered its utility- in the past,
and how the French fleet coaled under its
Ice, outside the three-mile limit, in the
war of 187o. Lord Granville, as Foreign
Minister in 1885, after being approached
about Helgoland by the German Ambassador, relates that he " subsequently
consulted the War Office and the Admiralty as to the advantages of Heligoland
to us. The War Office saw none. The
Admiralty was strongly in favour of its
importance. But its reasons seemed to me
to be a little far-fetched." Lord Salisbury,
in giving up the island, ignored the
Admiralty altogether.
FOOD FOR PRISONERS

A remarkable photograph of five British Marines keeping guard on a captured
Turkish fort at the Dardanelles. The clarity of the atmosphere is responsible for
the detail of the distant stronghold and background.

A few weeks ago I urged upon readers
to send food to any prisoners of war that
they knew in Germany, and I gave a list
of the contents of five-shilling packages of
foodstuffs with chocolate, potted meat,jam and the like, which can be obtained
from the great West End stores.
I have
since had opportunity, of discussing this
question of food supplies more closely with
a number of returned wounded prisoners.
These men -declare that the selection
of foodstuffs is not what the prisoners
want. They do not want jam, chocolate,
or other fancy goods. Thee are -really
hungry. Bacon, Army biscuits, and
substantial tinned meats are what
they long for. I suggest that some of
the West End stores get up packages of
this kind, and offer to supply them.
F. A. M.
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New Warriors for Land and Sea make Ready

Canadian cavalry practising in readiness for the coming advance in Flanders at one of their base depots. Three riders are coming
well over the " sticks." Canadian horsemen are among the finest in the world, rivalling even the far—famed Cossacks.

There is no more awe—inspiring scene than that of a battery in action. The incessant shriek of the shell, the tension of the gunners, and
the joy of registering a hit combine to make this the most exhilarating branch of the Service. Above is seen a gun—team of the
1st Battalion Lowland (City of Edinburgh) R.G.A. in action on the occasion of an inspection, by Lord—Provost Inches.

While the New Army is attracting most attention, the new recruits to the Senior Service are coming in in good numbers, and take up
their training duties with interested enthusiasm. This photograph shows some naval volunteers studying the mechanism of a 4.7 in. gun.

The War Illustrated, 25th September, 1915.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"

M

UCH has been seen in the papers
recently about German " battle
aeroplanes," and French " acreplans de bombardment," and " aeroplaris
de chase," which are respectively machines specially built to carry big loads of
bombs and machines built for the purpose
of chasing enemy aeroplanes, the latter
type being more than usually fast, and
carrying machine-guns. - The German
" battle aeroplanes " I have already
described as big high-powered machines
with at least two machine-guns and fre. quently with two engines.
With the development of aeroplanes
for these special purposes we see the
first steps towards the use of aircraft as a
striking force, co-operating with the
armies in the field, but in no way subordinate to any particular branch of those
armies.
Substitutes for Cavalry Scouts
Hitherto, the ordinary air-scout has
been subordinate to the particular divisional or army corps commander to which
his squadron was attached. The aeroplanes have been simply modern substitutes for the horses of the cavalry scouts
of previous wars, albeit working in three
Similarly
dimensions instead of two,
with artillery fire control, the aeroplanes
told off to carry artillery observers have
been merely substitutes for church towers
or hill tops or any other eminences from:
which artillery officers have hitherto
observed the effects of gun fire, and have
signalled the results to their batteries.
Even when on occasion one or two
aeroplanes have been sent out with
bombs to destroy important bridges, or
railway junctions, or buildings, they have
merely been acting as guns with a very
long range,' and their objectives, or targets, have been fixed by the immediate
requirements of the troops with whom
they were working.
As a Fighting Unit
Now, however, with the definite formation of squadrons of aeroplanes for
the express purpose of dropping bombs
on towns and other places of military
importance, the place of aircraft in the
scheme of military things assumes a new
importance, for they now becOme a distinct arm capable of carrying out raids on
their own account, much as in earlier
wars cavalry forces have made raids behind the enemy's lines—as for example,
General RennenkampFs cavalry did in
the Russo-Japanese War, and General
Stuart's and General Phil Sheridan's
cavalry did in the American Civil
War.
It is particularly worthy of note that
the new French machines are intended
respectively for bombing and chasing,
whereas the Germans call theirs battle
aeroplanes. The mere names are significant of the fact that while the French are
essentially on the offensive, the German
machines are to give battle to them—on
the defensive.
To be successful in bombardment, an
aeroplane must carry just enough petrol
to take it to its objective and back again.
All the rest of its possible load must be
made up with bombs. If it carries a
passenger as well as the pilot it means
that anything from ene hundred and

twenty to one hundred and sixty pounds
less of bombs can be carried. If it carries
a machine-gun and ammunition, in order
to defend itself, another fifty or sixty
pounds of bombs must be sacrificed.
And the result is that when its last
bomb has been dropped it is still saddled
with the weight of a passenger and gun
to bring home, neither of which are any
real use for offensive purposes against a
town or fortress on the ground, whereas
their weight in extra bombs might have
meant scoring a big success in spite of
missing with the first. Therefore, the obviously sensible course
is for the bombarding aeroplanes to, carry
nothing but bombs and to be flown by

-rHE

appointment of Sit Percy In Seen
as controller of London's defences
against hostile aircraft has had a reassuring effect on public uneasiness. The
Zeppelin corsairs, principally owing to
favourable weather conditions, have been
more persistent during the last few weeks
than throughout the whole of their infamous career. Having groped their way
to the heart of the British Empire under
cover of night, as befits their criminal intentions, and caused,with infernal machines,
a large number of casualties among
innocent non-combatants, much speculation was rife as to what was being done
to shield the metropolis from such raids.
With Sir Percy Scott in supreme command. Londoners may be confident that
the anti-aircraft service will become a
really potent factor of defence. The
Admiral, in addition to being an expert
on ordnance, is a practical inventor of
genius, and many of his gunnery appliances
have proved invaluable to the State.
To him, also, is largely due the efficiency
in naval marksmanship, for under his
supervision as first Inspector of Target
Practice, the Fleet's gunners are alleged to
have improved a hundred per cent.

Sir PERCY M. SCOTT,
The Defender of London,

pilots specially trained in bomb-dropping.
They must, of course, be protected against
the enemy battle aeroplanes sent up to
meet them, and the simplest and most
sensible defence is a numbers of fast-flying
machines carrying machine-guns, but no
bombs.
A comparatively few of such
fast fightinc, machines could protect quite
b bomb-carriers, for their high
a number of
speed should enable them to attack the
battle aeroplanes " before these are
able to reach the bomb machines, and
their extreme mobility should make , it
possible for them to chitmanCeuvre the
bigger machines and evade their superior
armament.
The battle aeroplanes, also, are quite, a
sensible scheme, for, being intended, for
defensive purposes, they need not carry
fuel for more than a couple of hours,
and so they can carry more guns or
heavier guns, and the men to work
them. They naturally have to' depend
on the weight of their armament to defeat the fast fighting machines, and if
they can do so they naturally have the
slow bomb-carricrs at their mercy.
A Naval Analogy
The whole position, therefore, is very
like that of a fleet of battleships setting
forth to bombard a coast fortress or an
enemy fleet, and armed with heavy longrange guns, but without the secondary
armament of smaller guns. Battleships
armed only with big guns became an
accepted type in most navies some time
before the war, and any squadron of such
ships is always preceded and flanked
by a screen of destroyers and fast cruisers,
bust as the bomb-carriers are protected
by the fast fighting machines ; so ' that
there is the best possible naval precedent
for the latest development of the French
air fleet.
Hitherto this arrangement has proved
uniformly successful, for the French bombardments of places in the south-west of
Germany have been very effective, and
the losses have been surprisingly small,
which seems to show that the fast fighting
machines have come fully up to expectations. So far nothing has been made
known officially of the existence of
British aerial forces organised on a
similar plan, but doubtless we shall profit
by the experiences of our Allies in this
respect as we have done in other matters
in which we in this country have only
copied and improved upon the types
introduced by our Allies, and even
by our enemies.
TO OUR SOLDIER READERS AT
THE. FRONT

The publishers of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED are arranging for several exhibitions in different parts of the
country at which they purpose showing,
in addition to important collections of
war photographs and pictures, interesting
trophies, such as German helmets, belts,
shells, etc., and other • curiosities of the
battlefields. They would be pleased to,
hear from any 'readers possessing 'such
trophies who were prepared to sell, hire,
or lend the same to the publishers for the
purpose mentioned.
Address; War
Trophies Dept., THE WAR ILLUSTRATED,
The Fleetway -House, Farringdon-Street,
London, E.G..
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Shells and Smiles along the Belgian Front

Scene in a Belgian trench which has been subjected to severe German shelling, but with no other result than the destruction of some
tall trees lining the parapet. One Belgian soldier is about to fill some sacks with earth to further consolidate the position.

It would take many men several hours to dig a crater as deep as that made in a second by a shell from a big German gun.
Thousands of these cavities have been torn in the fields of Flanders. A Belgian contemplates the havoc with philosophical interest.

The War Illustrated, 25th September, 1915.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Lieut.-Col. G. F. BROADRICK, Brig.-Gen. P. A. KENNA, V.C.,
Major F. J. C. HILL,
0.C. 6th Border Regt.
D.S.O., Notts & Derby Yeomny. 6th York & Lancaster Regt.

Capt. N. D. PRINGLE,
6th East Yorkshire Regt.

HICK

,

Capt.

7th Royal Dublin Fus
Milier
ANs. HAWKINS, 2nd Hants Regt.

Capt. A. B. H. WEBB,
1st 5th Gurkhas.

Lt.-Col. L. A. BOSANQUET,
0.0. 9th Sherwood Foresters.

Capt. W. G. M. EAGAR,
1st Royal Munster Fusiliers.

L

Capt. C. H. ELLIOTT,
58th Rifles (Frontier Force).

ieut.-Col. G. Fletcher Broadrick, commanding the 6th Border Regiment, entered that
Regiment from the Militia in 1891 ; he was given command of the 6th Battalion
in August, 1914, and his rank of lieutenant-colonel was gazetted in May last.
Brigadier-General Kenna, V.C., D.S.O., who -was killed in action at the Dardanelles,
saw much service. He was with the Nile Expediticn in 1898, and for his services at the
Battle of Khartoum was mentioned in despatches and received the Victoria Cress. In
the South African War, for which he held the Queen's Medal with six clasps and the
King's Medal with two clasps, he was awarded the D.S.O. For his distinguished services
with the Somaliland Field Force, 1902-4, he was mentioned in despatches,' and made
brevet-lieutenant-colonel. In 1895 he was presented with the Royal Humane Society's
certificate for saving life. Brigadier-General Kenna, who has teen an Aide-de-Camp to
the King since 1006, was appointed to command the Notts and Derbyshire Territorial
Force Mounted Brigade in 1912. He was twice married, his first wife being lady Cecil
Josephine Bertie, daughter of the 7th Earl of Abingdon. and his second wife Angela Mary,
daughter of the late Mr. Hubert Hibbert, of Beaufort Gardens, S.W.
Lieut.-Col. L. A. Bosanquet, commanding the 9th Sherwood Foresters, had seen
active service in the Tirah Campaign, and had the medal with two clasps.
THE WAR ILLUSTRATED invites relatives of officers killed in action
or dead from wounds to lend photographs, with brief biographical notes
of these heroes, for inclusion in " Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead."
Address : TH2 WAR ILLUSTRATED, Fleetway House, London, E.C.

Capt. P. E. BRADNEY,
Somerset Light Infantry.

Lieut. N. J. COX,
7th Royal Sussex Regt.

Lieut. R. C. WOODHOUSE, Lieut. J. A. E. ALEXANDER, Lieut. W. H. GRENVILLE- Lieut. A. W. HADRILL,
Royal Horse Artillery.
12th Highland Light. Infantry. GREY, 1st King's Royal Rifle .
9th Lincolnshire Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. E. ENGLISH,
13th West Yorkshire Regt.

Lieut.-Com. E. J. McBARNET, Sub.-Lieut. GUY P. COOKE,
Sec.-Lieut. T. W. RUTHER- Sec.-Lieut. H.' J. HOARE,
R.D., R.N.R.
Nelson Batt., R.N.D.
FORD, 6th Yorkshire Reg •
10th London Regt.
(Poi baits by Swaine. Lafayetle, Elliott & Try, Spert & General, Bageano, Howie.)

